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RECEIVERS NAMED

PLEASED PRESIDENT

CARTHAGE

BIG

Company Will Bury Dead Showed No Signs of ComproMiners and Care For Their mising and Identified Himself
With the Policies of the
Families-Train- ed
Nurses
Administration.
For Injured.

Will

DID NOT TAKE

ANOTHER

BELIEVED

lo

a,

Mexico.

Wilcox's Hotly to His Home.
The body of "Charlie" Wilcox, as
he wa familiarly known, will be embalmed and will be turned over to
'his father, who will reach Carthage
today from Malta, Texas.' Wilcox
came of a well to do family
Company Will Care for Bercavod.
Company officials have announced
that no expense will be spared in
caring for the . injured and in providing for the future of the bereaved
Everything that can be
families.
done, has already been, ordered ..by
showing a disposition that is very
creditable.
Coal .Mlruxi sbut Down for Funerals.
All of the coal mines in Carthage
shut down yesterday and will probably not resume operations before
tomorrow after which most of the
bodies will have been disposed of.
iSeverai of the dead miners
were
burled at Carthage yesterday, with
simple but Impressive services. Others were embalmed and will be sent
to their homes today.
Mine Not Damaged and Will IlCHume
The Bernal mine was thoroughly
Inspected toddy and it was found to
be in good condition. The explosion
did very little damage In the workings. I. S. Mine Inspector Jo Sheridan, Powell Slockhouse, Jr., president of the Carthage Fuel Company,
and W. P. Thompson, of Denver,
general manager of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company made personal inspections of the mine. They
Also investigated the cause of the explosion as far as possible but made
no statement for publication.
The Carthage Fuel company operates three mines at Carthage and it
was stated that all of them, including the Bernal, will be working again
fcy Saturday.
This is made necessary by a rush of orders for coal.
The miners are anxious to resume
work, as they have been suffering
from a severe nervous strain for the
past two days and desire to be actively employed again. There Is no
further danger In the Bernal mine.
As Is the case in mut accidents,
there were many seemingly miracles
in the explosion In the Bernal mine
December 31. One of the most striking was the escape of James Richardson, the pit boss who has been
mining in New Mexico for over 26
years.
He had just left the mine
and his feet had barely touched the
ground to the side of the slope when
the force of the explosion reached
the mouth of the mine, Richardson
had just calmly walked from in front
of a terrible death. Charles Whcox.
who was following Richardson just
a few feet behind, stepped to the
mouth of the mine Just us the escaping gas emerged. He was tosse. like
a feather fully three hundred fet In
the air and every bone was
when he fell.
Like a Trrrilio Oanonadc.
The rush of gas from the mouth
of the mine was accompanied by a
spurt of flame, a rosr and a great
nia-s- s
of coal dust. This dust shot
out across space and left a deep
black stuin on the side of a hill near
the engine house a thousand feet
from the mine. Ano.her miracle was
that no one was in the path of that
flame and dust, although men crossed
and reerossed that space many times
dally.
Villiiiiura Viitiiu of fate.
so
Refegio Villanuzi, who
whs
badly injured that his death
is
hourly expected, had not been at
hours
work in the. mine twenty-fou- r
when the accident occurred. He had
just been employed and had only a
few days ao, bade his family farewell in Mexico. He was just preparing to leave the mine for his noonday meal and the force of the
hurled him along the narrow
track and threw him with terrific
forcB against the mine timbers.
.Mini-- .
Were- Formerly Hilton'
The Hernal mine wa. the last of
the coal mines in the I'nrthage district opened by A. H. Hilton, of San
Antonio, together with the Hihon
mine and the Government mine, the
last of which was opened up before
the war and is the oldest coal mine
in New Mexico.
Il furnished coal
(Continued on

rage Eight.)

'Washington. D. C, Jan.
retary Taft's recent speech in Boston
met the expect :'Un of his friends.
The president was specially pleased and so expressed himself today.
He had no more knowledge of what

such entire satisfaction to his friends
as the general tone and spirit of his
address.
There was no suggestion of com
promise, no indication that the storm
ui proiesi against me administration
policies, which has come from reactionaries, had frightened Taft in
the slightest degree. It was the hope
of Secretary Taft's warmest friends
that in this, his first speech as a
presidential candidate After his return from a trip around the world,
he would so express himself that
the entire country might see exactly what he stands for, what are his
policies and the character of administration that may be expected from
him after he has been nominated
and elected.
Advisers less Interested
in
Mr.
Taft than in certain special Interests
had suggested that in view of the
recent currency stringency and present business depression he should
touch lightly upon the question of
reforms and make his speech as Innocuous as the reactionaries themselves could desire.
Taft Decided for Himself.
The secretary took neither tils
warm friends nor his self constituted
advisers into his confidence regarding what he would say. This inls
creased sentiment
favor among
the latter and sorely disappointed
tnose who would have had him less
frank and less emphatic.
It is already conceded by politicians that the speech will help Taft
gTeatly throughout the country.
There it in it the note of courageous defiance to the giant combinations, both financial and industrial,
that have fought the Roosevelt policies from their inception. In addition to this there Is the assurance
that honeat business men and honest corporations need have no fear
of Taft. but that dishonesty will be
punished by him.
It has been said in criticism of
"Mr. Taffs speech that there was too
much about the present administration in it, and too little of Taft himself. The whole issue upon which
the
fight Is being
waged is the continuance
of the
Roosevelt policies not all of them
poHsibly, but those which deal with
dishonest business methods and the
defiance of law by individuals and
combinations.
It is impossible to
define or to discuss that issue without constant reference to what the
present administration has done and
what it Is still attempting to do.
Tlie Oilier arc QnH.
The frank utterances of the secretary of war make It Imperative that
other presidential
aspirants
shall
take the people into their confidence.
It is inconceivable that Governor
Hughes could go before the people of
the nation as he did before the people of New York when he became a
candidate for governor without giving the public some idea of the general policies for which he will stand.
To this day the people do not know
whether Governor Hughes Is for tariff revision or is a "stand patter."
If the governor of New York has any
views on the control of corporations
which do an interstate business or
views on the railroads which are subject to Interstate commerce laws, he
has not made them known. Everyone
knows how Foraker stands. He la
openly and aggressively against the
Roosevelt policies. But the position
of Fairbanks Is as uncertain
and
perplexing as that of Hughes. Cannon has a reputation as a "stand patter" on the tariff and in spots has
been a reformer.
Hut he always
made an ugly fare when he took the
doses the White House gave him. and
he has not seen tit to make any dec-l- a
rations of faith since he came out
in the field of presidential aspirant.
Knox made a speech at Pittsburg
before the railroad rate law amending the old interstate commerce act
was introduced which gave the people
much promise of a champion. He
took
his seat In the senate
so
acted, that confidence was wellandnigh
destroyed. Now he Is going to made a
speech In Michigan, which his friends
s.iy will place him In a correct light
before the public. The Pennsylvania
senator claims much credit for the
achievements of the Roosevelt administration.
He wants to fall heir
to part of the Roosevelt following.
By his colleagues he Is classified as
a conservative and by the people at
large he Is practically unknown except a a lawer who served the
government while attorney
general
with the sinie fidelity he hid served
l.'s other clients, the steel corporations an i the Pennsylvania railroad.
I
toilette More ltiullcal.
La Follette of .Wisconsin has declared himself on all questions before
the public. He at least has the merit
ln-i-
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TERRIBLY CUT GOVERNMEflTTO INSTALL

JAPANESE

NATIONAL

BUREAU

OF HEALTH

KNIVES

Accidentally Broke Window of Planned to Associate All Leading Scientists of the
Store Precipitating Ter-rlbCountry.
Fight.
le

WILL CUT DEATH RATE
BELIEVED THAT ONE WILL
DOWN ONE HALF OR MORE
DIE FROM MANY WOUNDS
.

iVancouver, B. C, Jan. 2. Allan
Anderson, a fireman, is dying, and
two other young men. aw memfrefs
of the city nre department, are badly wounded as the result of a' fight
today in the Japanese quarter with
an overwhelming number of subjects
of the mikado. The fight was the
worst In the city since the September
riots.
Fell Against Window Accidentally.
Anderson, accompanied by J. Frost
and T. MoDonald, was passing a Jap
anese store when Frost stumbled ana
fell hard against the plate glass window front. The glass smashed and the
fragments were still rolling on the
sidewalk when a score of Japanese
appeared from the inside and rushed
at the trio of whttes. The firemen
were in uniform with brass buttons
and Official caps, but the Japanese
knifed them furiously. Within three
minutes there were dozens of Jar
anese In the fight, all trying to get
at, the white men.
The latter were
borne ' to the ground and cut end
slashed until the sidewalk and front
of the store was covered with blood.
Only four arrests, were made as
nearly all of the Japanese scattered
at sight of the policemen.
Fought Over Itody of Comrade,
His two companions thought Anderson dead Bid had been fighting
over his prostrate body when the
police came.
Anderson's face was
marked with many slashes, up and
down and from one side to the other. From the back of his ear to his
shoulder was a slit two Inches deep
vein
that had only missed the jugular body
by u fraction of an inch. His
was also stabbed in half a dozen
Ii laces.
The other two men were
cut and bleeding from wounds on
their faces and arms. All were taken to the hospital.
Three doctors
worked over them for hours sewing
up their wounds.
SHOT HIS KlSTFJtX

KYIS

Chicago, III., Jan. t. By the creation of a new board In the government service to be Ifnown as a
Health I;u..i .fjnd l be regulated as are otiwr governmental bureaus, t Is expected to reduce the
death rate In the United States by
ono half.
The new bureau of health- will attempt to look after the people's physical welfare according to plans mapped out by the leading scientists of
tho United States and endorsed by
President Roosevelt.
The plans for the,' formation
of
this, bureau were announced yesterday by Prof. C. Fisher, of Yale university.
Associated with the chairman of
the committee having the plans In
charge is a committee of 100 of the
leading scientists of the country.
It Is nearly a settled fact that such
a bureau will be formed within the
next six months or a year and will
begin operations.
one of the greatest tasks to which
the bureau will set its hands, is the
handlings of the Great White Plague
and the quarantine of. Its victims
wherever they may be found.
Na-tlom- U
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ADVOCATES LAW
f,l
But He Says That Every
Should be Taken
Not to Destroy Confidence.

Pre-cauti-

on

BATTLE

-

Boston. Jan. 2. Gov. Curtis Guild,
Usual tlie Gun Wasn't Loaded Jr., In his inaugural address today
said:
and Small Boy Fulled the Trig"We must enforce the law we
ger Once Too Often.
have; enforce the law, whether those
who encroach upon Its provisions are
San Bernardino, Cal., Jan. 2. A corporations or Individuals.
shocking tragedy occurred last even"If, however, there is a year when
d
ing it Chino, the
ll is particularly desirable to avoid
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. recklessly sensational onslaughts on
Graham having the sight of both property, shattering public opinion
eyes destroyed by a bullet from a and confidence, curtailing commerce,
small-calibrifle, which was acci- checking investment
and reducing
dentally discharged
by
her little alike, the earnings of capital and the
brother, to whom the weapon had employment of labor. It is thU year
of 190s"
been given for a Christmas gift.
The boy was playing with the rifle
The most serious question to be
while his little sister stood near by, determined at this resslon of the leglaughing at the sound of the snap- islature, the governor said, is tlie
ping trigger. When the weapon was settlement of transportation
probdischarged ihe small leaden pellet lems.
entered the left side of the cheek on
a line with the eyes, and, passing
completely through the face, destroyPhysicians
ed the infant's vision.
pronounced the wound fatal, but every effort Is being made to save the
LAWYERENDS CAREER
mid. thought It It survives It will
always be blind. The little brother
lied screaming from the house and V.
W. Tankerslcy, of Denver, a Victim
concealed himself in a barn for a
or Paralysis Well Known All
long time, being afraid
come
to
Over Southwest.
forth.
The parents s ate that the
weapon was supposed not to be loadColo., Jan. 2. Charles W.
Denver,
ed.
Tankersley, one of the ablest lawyer
in Colorado, died today of paralysis.
He was born in Fredericksburg,
making
of
his position known. La Va., In 184!, and carne to Colorado
In 174, settling first at Del Norte,
Follette does not believe Mr. Roosevelt has been sufficiently radical In next in LeadviJle and locating finally
any of his movements. When Taft in Denver as u partner of Thomas
speaks for the policies of the pres- Boweu in lSiO.
as
ent administration, he speaks
much for his own policies as Roose- ANOTHFJt HIKslW COLON K'L
velt's policies. He could not repudiOOI.S KAMI: OI.lt KOI TF.
himate them without stultifying
Saimaha, Russia, Jan. J. Colonel
self, for he is as Indisaolubly assoBobkoff, chief of the Provincial po- ciated with them as is Roosevelt
was shot and Instantly killed In
a crowded street here today.
As

twenty-months-ol-

er
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IN COURTS

Rumor to the Effect .That Certain
Action Would be Instituted Cur

rent For Some
Quietly Preparing For
Eventualities. '
Time-Railro- ads

Washington, D. C,
I.
ney General BonaparteJan.when Attorquestioned today as to the truth 0 the
statement that a suit would soon be
brought to dissolve the relationship
beween the Union and Southern Fi-cif- lo
railroads, known as
Harrlman system, would only the ay the
matter was undjr consideration but
he was not prepared either to- or deny the report.
Would Mean Hitter Legal Fight.
tU Is said that If such a suit la
brought, it will precipitate one
of
the most notable fight In the history
of fhe country. The two sides will
be backed by the power resources
of the government and the scarcely
less powerful wealth of the great
railroad combine.
It ha been definitely known for-sotime that such a suit was under contemplation and It has been
generally
understood that the railroads were quietly preparing for
such action on the part of the government.

Phoenix, Jan. 2. A telegram from
LIFE Sheriff McOee
of Florence, Ariz.,
says that J. Deggs, of Phoenix, ha
been murdered near Superior
and
Saw House Wis on Fire and Han a Cieorge Hunter is also supposed
to
Block to Tell Ilia Mother Who
have been killed but his body has not
Arrived Just in Time.
been found.
There la no clue to
the murderer.
Ore., Jan. 2. 'By rePortland,
been
working on minHunter
has
markable presence
of mind the ing property near Superior
son of John Vaughn by the company which Deggs owned
repreraved the life of his baby sister this sented.
morning at Tremont Place, a suburb of Portland. While the two children were at home alone, the house ECLIPSE OF SUN
caught fire and the little boy made
frantic efforts to carry the infant to
safety. Falling In this ,he ran to a
near-b- y
store and warned his mother. w"ho arrived Just in time to save
her daughter.
Ciui Iio Seen In New Mexico
and
Const Stales as Well as South
HARDEN VERY ILL
America Total on Pacific
lsuind.

PELTED
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KANSAS WILL FRAME

PASSES OF OFFICIALS
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Iw WentMid-Into
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Topeka, Jan. 2. The annual passes which the members of
the executive council and other state ofnoiaia
have carried this year are to be collected, framed and placed on exhibition In the Kansas historical rooms
in the etatehousc.
The executive council had Its last
meeting yesterday. Nt thing of any
great importance to the slate
wai
transacted, but the meeting
overflowed with feeling and tears. They
were real, wet, briny tears, the kind
that come when one parts from a
dear friend.
The members of the
council sat around the Inlaid table,
their heads on their aims, and sobbed their eyes out that Is, they
wanted to. When the meeting was
over their eyes were red and their
vision blurred and they oouid not
recognise yellow, blue, orange and
red paste board cards at all.
Just as the meeting closed J. M.
Nation gave each., member a pass
over some railroad of the state as a
neimnto. Then the .resolution waa
introduced that the secretary
of
state collect all railroad passes from
all state officials, clerks, janitors and
office boys, have them framed and
send them to the historical society
for exhibition.
The Kansas anti-palaw went Into effect at midnight New Year and
thereafter all state officials and others, not employes of the roads,
pay fare. The members of the must
executive council held the meeting as a
sort of a farewell testimonial to the
pass.
Kvery member had a pocketful of passes and each In turn bade
each pass 11 fond furewell.
ss
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SAVEDSISTER'S

OUT.

BIG

Richmond, Vs., Jan. 2. R. Lancaster Williams, of Richmond, and
Da vies Warfleld, of Baltimore,
that Uio game
ware today appointed by the United
States circuit court as the receiver for the Seaboard Air line.'
Williams and Warfleld are bankers of Baltimore and Richmond.
Warfleld was chosen to represent
the majority ot Interests In the property. Williams will look after the
affair of the considerable minority
BE TRANSFERRED
led by his brother,
John Skelton
Williams.
Heavily
Men
ltwltJniore
Interested.
The receivership will have a far
ATWILL
reaching effect In Baltimore where
the securities of the company are
more largely held than at any other
trading center. Bond Issue on the
aggregate
S&5.786.000,
of
Surgeons at Rockefeller Insti system
wnicn it is estimated that 125,000,-00- 0
are held in Baltimore.
tute Perform Delicate OpPersons on the Inside are outspoken In their opinion that the security holders of both stock and
erations on Cats.
bonds will benefit from the receiver
ship.
The operation of the line
will not be affected.
OTHER WONDERFUL SECRETS
Statement Shows Poor Management.
The .placing of the Seaboard Air
SOON TO BE DIVULGED line in tne hands or receiver today
follow
a - statement ot the company's earnings showing onlv 13.- 189, 4 on hand with which to meet
Nw York.
Jan. 2. Experiment
have ' been made at the Rockefeller fixed charges ot 13,176,414 and a de
flclt
of 242,698.
Institute fur, .Medical Research which
The receivership was agreed upon
rosuueu it tn
transfer-renc- e
a conference in Washington yesof the- - vital organs from one at
terday.
living animal to another.
Cats were used in the experiments
and Alexis Carrel announces that he POLICE
BAFFLED
transplanted the kidneys of one cat
to the body of another.
The doctor with whom the experiments
were discussed said the
BY STRANGE MURDER
time may soon come when It will be
possible to transplant the vital organs from an animal to a human
Many IVrsona Identify Body a That
being.
of a Relative or Friend No
Eiabotate research and experiment
Clews.
In this line have been in progress
for several months and It U understood that other rases are soon to
Newark, N. J Jan. 2. The police
be made publlo which
prove
will
more wonderful.
experi- are completely baffled by the strange
Several
ments were
but dur- murder of the worn n whose body
ing their progress the scientists say was found in a pond near Harrison,
they made discoveries and observa- nude and floating face downward
the water.
tions which will later probably re- In Every
effort to discover the Idensult in success.
tity of the murdered woman has failed. The officers are now apparently
HKJ PLANT OVESS HUtlilUlbV, without a tangible clew.
They have been greatly hampered
Plttstiurg Concern Clotted Down fn In their work by persons who continued to give wrong Identifications
December Forced to lounie
of the dead woman by declaring that
By Rush of Orders.
slit was a relative or a friend.
A number of arrests have
been
Pittsburg. Pa., Jan. 2. The Union
Hwitch and Signal company tiaa or- made but there is little evidence to
dered employes to report for work connect those held by the police with
today. The plant was closed Deo. the crime.
20 and was not expected to reopen
until Jan. 20, but on account of
orders received the manage- TWO ARIZONA MEN
ment ha found an earlier resumption necessary.
The company ha closed a $2,000,-00- 0
MURDERED AT MINE
contract with the Pennsylvania
railroad for equipment for the New
York tunnel, and has also received a
large order from the Harrlman lines. Sheriff at Florence Itepona Finding
of Ilody of J. leggg of Phoenix
Companion's llody Mlsning.
THREE-YEAR-O60Y

A committee will begin work this montlt. revising Ute football rules and it Is understood
New Dispatch.
will be further robbed of many of Us rough features.

Secretary Taft intended to say than
had the general public, but he d'd FIREMEN
know "Haft. It was not any one thing
that Secretary Taft said that gave

j
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Williams ot Richmond and Warfield of Baltimore Selected at
In Washington
Conference
Yesterday-Choi- ce
Meets
General Approval.

ee-

I

BE DISSOLVED BY

WITH CHANGE FOR BETTER

s.

'

SEABOARD

STOCKHOLDERS PLEASED

EVEN

Every Effort Being Made to Save Blq Secretary Defined His Party
Stand on Matters of Vital Inter-eNot
Him by Physicians-Mi- ne
Single Handed-N- ot
too
Badly Damaged by Explosion
Radical But Firm and
Work Saturday
Logical.
at Latest.
Kan Antonio, N. M., Jan. 2. Eight
new coffins formed part of the express of a special train which was
run from this place to Carthage yesterday, carrying U. S. Mine Inspector
Jo Mieridan, William Lane, an undertaker of &an Mardal, and several
trained nurses who will care for
thone injured in. the explosion in the
Fuel
Bernal mine of the' Carthage
company December 31.
by
now
Dr. O. H.
It la
asserted
Bat-othat all of the wounded will
recover with the exception of
Villanuza, who is In a dangerous condition. However, his life will
not be despaired of until the physicians have done everything In their
power to save him. His chances,
good.
however, are not considered
Much will depend upon careful nursGuan-ejuting. Villanuza had a family In

FOR HARRIMAN SYSTEM MAY

Bankers Will Conduct Affairs Attorney General Admits That
of Road With Bond Issue of
Such Action Is Under ConThlrty-Fiv- e
Million
templation But Would
Dollars.
Not Discuss It.
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WEATHFR

three-year-o-

ld

FAC1NGGRAVE

CHARGE

Washington, Jan. 2. An ec- llpse of the un will occur Jan- alitor of German Paper Accused of
uary
3d and will bo partially
I aU lliiiir Mcmlicr of Nobil4 visible. In the southern states of
ity I liable to ApiH-a- r
e the United States and the west- In Court.
em coast of North America.
It an Ho Swu In New Mexico,
Berlin, Jan. 2. Maximilian HarAlthough the United States
den, the editor of Die Zukunft, who
Naval Observatory la Interested
is being tried tho second lime on a
In the occurrence,
no official
charge of having libelled la his paparties have been sent out iy
per, Count Kuno Von Moltka Is serithe government. The eclipse will
ously 111 and was unable to appear
be total at Flint Island, In the
In court today when the hearing was
and will be observed by
resumed. Court adjourned while the e aPacific,
party from Lick Oliservatorv,
official physicians went to his resiIn charge of Professor W.
W.
dence to Invetigdte his condition.'
4 Campbell, who
already
have
convoyed
been
from
there
Tahiti
VLTKRVN KAXHVS EDITOlt
aboard the United States ship
Hl'lUKIt lOYiOHICOW
oils. In the United States
vlehlta. Jan. z. The funeral of e Anna.
the eclipse will be observable
Col. M. M. Murdock, who died yes-lic- 4 about
and Its duration
terday, will be held tomorrow. Col. e will hesuuset,
short.
Murdock owned the Wichita Kugle.
e,

lUllKirHTilli

WITH EGGS;
BEATEN

e
e

CLUBS

Miiiinier Itciioiiiiced
Women
Diuucd a QuewUoiutblo
Ciutraoters.

Who

Kvansville, Ind., Jan. 2. Enrage
because he eald In a sermon last
night that wcpien who danced were
of questionable character, the Rev.
Km est Sweeton, a Holiness minister,
who claims St. Louis as his home,
was tonight assaulted on the street
of New burg. In.l., near here. with
eggs and clubs.
The eggs came with such force
that ho was knocked down and several men beat him with clubs. It is
said the assault was made bv the
husband and brothers of women assailed in last nig Ji sermon.

a RELATIVE
e
e
a

WITH

OF FAMOUS
MAN

IS DEAD

lame (iurtlner Suiue, llroiher of
Founder of Slowe Library in
IjoihIoii PasMM Away lu
Kansas City.
KailAHi (M'V.

Mil

Tan

9

T....

Oardnor Mowe, win. wa consul general to .South Africa from lsT to
liiOl and one of the most widely
known manufacturers ),, the United
States died re
today, age 5 veurs.
He came of an old English family
4 and ws a brother of the famous
e founder
tlie .St.,we library in Lon4.
don.
The deceased Stowe will be
buried here.
h--
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CK CHANGES
BY THE

UP

BORN--A-

IN KANSAS

BRING FORTH

CITY

ICISM

tlon as the tunnel Just being built
and to line It with concrete."
All this work Is uniler the chnrge
of C. A. Morse, chief engineer, Topeka, Kan.
DIVERSION".
Chicago. 111., Jan. 2. Honda owning nn aggregate of 981,062 freight
car have entered Info an agreement
which Is to govern hereafter the diversion of freight cars In switching
service, so as to secure to the greai-e-

1M8.

IDEA

N

FA
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IDEA-I1EARIN- O

German Paper Says the State Steers Advance Fifteen to
Cents-Co- ws
Twenty-Fiv- e
Officials Are Partly
and Heifers Also Up.
to Blame.

IllF.H.HT C.U

J x.

OI,D WORLD
Ol'ltS, IS THE MIRTH OF A
NEW IDEA. AND THE FOIMTNATE POSSESSOR OF A FIXE
LARGE ONE IS WORTH MORE TO HIMSELF AND MORE TO TIL3
WORLD THAN THE SANTA FE RAILROAD.
PSVdIOLfXilSTS. WHO MAKE A ni SIXESS OF SORTING
OIT IDEAS AND SPYIXO INTO THE WAYS THEY ARE
HORN. SY THAT AFTER YOU PASS THE AiE OF
DAYS ARE ETERNALLY
YOUR
AIIOIIT TWENTY'.
OVER. IF YOU ARE STILL ON THE TENDER SIDE OF
THIS A(iF AND ARE WISE VOU MAY WISH TO
READ THIS STATEMENT AOAIX.
C ITIZEN
CARRIES IDEAS IN
NOW THE ALIUQI'ERQUE
SUM K. WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE, IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
OF 'I II EM HI N AI.ONO THE LINKS OF Ill'SINKSS
lMTI.DINU AND TRADE KETTINI. THESE IDEAS WILL
ISE SOLD, LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PVRL1C, FOR
CAS 1 OR ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN".
THEY" KEEP A YOl'XO FELIOW AROUND THE OFFICE,
.
IIM EVERY' WEEK, TO DO NOTHING HUT
LOOK A ITER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HETTEK THAN TO HAVE SOME ONE COME
I.IKES
HE
IN AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND $50.00
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOIT WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS. AND RUN IT AS
YOU THINK REST. I HAVE OTHKH M A PI ERS TO
( ARE
HI, AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY .MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT, WHO
A 'ITEM PI'S TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
Tlinol GH OTHER CHANNELS, INFORMED INUS ONLY
THE
YESTERDAY THAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT
ALBUQUERQUE CITI7.EN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS HUN. HAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT IX)
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IV
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTLNG LITTLE LKSS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
S
GLEAN
IRE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
THE STUBBLES. DUKJ3, THE TOBACCO KING, IN CON VEJt&ACTON
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
TEN DOLLARS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
DOLLARS,
RUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MHJilON IN
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
ADVERTISING."
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING TILYN MR. DUKE,
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS .
FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS,
IT IS AN Old) SAW,
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAY'S TO ADVERTISE."
1

st

Kansas City Stock Yards. Jan. 2.
America's "rrlml-attackArrivals of cattle from the range
bitterly
o.l l v 4 iprniHIlv'N lending PeWPPaper, country have been small during the
past
Total cattle receipts have
the Frankfurter Zeltung. apropos of been week.
than usual during tne
the almost simultaneous occurrences holidaysmaller
season, and the general marcoal mine caias
if mo terrible
advanced last week, steers 15 to
Parts of the ket
tmnhe In different
Official Statement as to Work
25 cents, and cows and heifers 30
country.
The - Zeitung says:
above the close of the
When the Oeneral SSIocum went to 50 centsFor Year Just
week. The run December
down in New, York harbor with thea previous
,000
30
head, market 10 to 15c
was
thousand women and children
higher. Including nil classes. The
Closed.
courts called the captain to account, opinion
prevails that we shall have
hni not the shareholders who had ight receipts
for awhile, ana mat
hwn mnkirte monev out of the tub prices will be stronger
after the first
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 2. An official
and furnished tho
year.
new
The grass beef
the
of
by
the
belts.
life
done
thework
tatement of
steer market was not tested last
Not Know Duty.
week, but $3.75 to $4.35 would be
Atchison, Topeka & Santa To during
i
blame
to
who
An
safe quotation on western grass
know
not
"Wa
the year shows that no extensions
That
fed steers.
Colorado stockers sold
for the recent mine disaster.
1
were built but that considerable
What
at $4, as high as at any time this
in not reflllv Important.
reducway
of
In
not
the
was
or
winter,
state
done
does
fall
work
and cows at $3.15 to
important is that the
do it
dutv Indeed does not ever $3.75, medium to common cows,
ing grades. The statement follows:
know what Its duty is. Criminal $2.50 to $3; bulls, $2.50 to x:.3&;
"Hilton hill change of line In
negligence leads often enough to quarantine fed bulls at the latter
miles to
Colorado, five and one-ha- lf
dit figure. Veal calves are up 25 cents
catastrophes In Europe, but the rec
to a .4 grade;
reduce from a .6 Belle
today, tops at $7, and some Colorado
is that with us the state
ference
Kan.,
Plains,
at
change of line
ognlzes the protection of workmen 462 pound calves from tne vicinity
two miles in length; change of line,
as well as all tlie economically weua of Yampa sold at $5 last week.
Woodward to Tangier. Okla., nine
The mutton market has taken on
or lmenta jls one of its most im
miles; change of
and ' one quarterTexas,
duties, and is supported some of Its old time spirit recently,
portant
differat
and
Glazier,
line at
lambs went up 40 to 50
therein by public opinion, while In sheep and week,
Texas
ent points between Canadian,
last
and 15 to 25 cents
.America much worse things must cents
jutd Panhandle. Texas, amounting in
again,
today. The run has
higher
or
government
the
the
before
happen
or
thirty-one
is
tnis
miles. All
ill to
ruling classes will become so far ad been very small and local conditions
work In conectlon with reduction of
independent
of outside Influences.
vanced.
trade of the Panhandle division, the
The supply today is 4,000 head, top
to Action.
Vivos Hoow-ve- tt
(Southern Kansas, of Texas and the SANTA FE llAIfJtOAI)
light weight year
at
$8.55,
lambs
Pecos & Northern Texas to a maxiHAS RIGHT 1IEA.
"America can not continue in lings, $5.75; medium ewes, $4.20;
sort
mum of .6 grade to connect with the
This
done.
definitely
as
she
has
worth up to $4.75.
wethers
Chi ago. 111., Jan. 2. Since the
over corpses and
between Texico and Rio financial
new cut-o- ft
of technical progress
Light supplies are in prospect for
began
stringency
the
Santa
JPuerco, New Mexico.
the an tho immediate future, and the mar
management has arranged that must rlevelon enormously public.
Tho ket is likely to be strong accordingly.
"We are also constructing a change Fe
of the
all of the money taken by their mrchlstlc Instincts
miles In length agents
what Prices
showed
In
of line, twenty-fiv- e
Idaho
Haywood
trial
are the highest in two
bo
representatives
should
and
IN
THE
ADVERTISE
ALBUQUERQUE
CITIZEN
between Panhandle, Texas, and Amdimensions the struggle months, and the bidding is the livekept dangerous
arillo, Texas, to take the place of a deposited in local banks and
between capital and labor can as liest since last spring, arrivals sellline which we have from Panhandle
of the ing before reaching the pens In evISSUED AT AN HOUR
This plan was adopted in order to snme. where the functions
U Washburn, Texas, where we strike assure prompt payment of faanta re state collapse.
w'll ibe to the ery Instance.
It
railh
the Fort Worth & Denver City
Roosevelt
that
President
of
elorv
mployem
fin
and also to assist tho
WHEN PEOPLE HAVE TIME TO READ
way, and to avoid running over its
r'.wer to TS MOST KIXVESSFIL YEAR.
situation along the line of the used all his constitutional perils
line s at present between Washburn ancial
witn
to the
points
month- cnll nttentlon
the
division
At
road.
And Amarillo.
aggregates between $25,- - which the criminal egotism of th Rapid Growth of Kansas City Live
ly
"We have also completed during-. 000 payroll
moneved classes threaten the Arnerl
160,000, and at Topeka
Stock Market.
and
beyear
changes
of
line
past
the
can neoole and the state. He has
averages $200,000.
!
tween Amarillo and Texico, amountis true,
Bpporau
lnhc'l
much.
py
not
money
use
local
of
The
this
miles, in the
Kansas City, Jan. 2. In almost
ing In all to twenty-tw- o
'banks Is said to have greatly benetlt-e- d nnd n 11 lenn indicate tha; the wealbe every
department during the year OOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCJOC omomomooocomccmcmco m
course of our gradireductlon work.
his
s
wlili
u?eesi"T
thv
f
towns.
the situation in Santa Fe
1907 the business at the Kansas City
"We expect in 190 to build short
tusiui-win
numi
man.
who
a
uulet
changes of line at Mulvane, Kan.,
their dUestiv stock yards shows a gain over 1906.
Santa Fe has always deposit er their property nor
and
one on either side of Wellington, ed The
oe all me wurat and in receipts of cattle, calves
will
city,
canacliv.
It
in
this
local
collections
Its
in
eight,
carloads of live stock, tho year 1907
mllea
Kan., and one at Alva,
although a large portion of the re- for their children if they accomplish exceeds
years
previous
the
all
since
length, in further continuation of our ceipts
at this station, both for freight their purpose."
yards were opened, in 1871. A total
work. The first two and imssenger
JUt
is
paid
business,
of 2.380,000 cattle have been re
mentioned change of line, however, n the cashing of time checks. Aew
ceived, an average 'if almost 8,000 cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjooocjooooooo
are made necessary by way of in- men
in the shops and train service
head every business day of the year.
creased yard requirements at Mul- are coming
Joseph Prewltt, of Gallup, Is In
all the time, to take the
This does not Include 287.000 head
vane and Wellington. Kan.
on,
as
move
and
place
who
of
those
past
are the city visiting friends.
Gold
calves
received.
of
totals
These
"We have also during the
result there Is hardly a dBy nut
greater by 85,000 cattle and 27,000
Juilee Albert J. Abbott, of Santa
BELIEVE IN
year practically completed the grad-- . awitnesses
large
number,
least
a
at
calves than were ever received at Fe. Is in Albuquerque on business.
track between Nixon
lnr of second
discharge checks presented
Kansas City in any year before. Re
Iowa, and Wyaconda, Mo., eighteen several
Charles Goodman, office manager
they
station,
w'here
Fe
Santa
Large, Well Lighted Room
the
at
ten
celpts of hogsor 1907 aggregate
miles
miles and have laid about
for the Southwestern Brewery anu
Wa
are
immediately
lrcsplio
Safe
cashed.
Door
Notice
Hint
completed
Tlie
since
the
on
heaviest
same.
We
have
head.
company, is' ill at his home, 805
of track
Ice
Pu-ItK-a.
TlK-part
large
a
As
TrlcU
result,
to
ine
Prompt, Courteous Service
oi
0wn cro
laid
drouth year of 1901, sheep, 1,885,000 North Fourth street.
the grading for second track and
Almost KiiiVKfiil.
mul
Media, 111., to company's local revenue is thus de63,000
ead,
horses
mules
and
und
track on same from 111.,
and
president
W. S. Strlckler, vice
manded and the remainder being
Music While You Eat
twenty-si- x
To transport all this stock to mar- East Fort Madison,
banked against the time that the
cashier of the Bank of commercea
Tucson, Ariz., Jan. 2. The hardet required
148.000
stock cars, of
miles, and have graded for second monthly
from
losomething
returned
city,
has
payroll
calls
for
Villaescusa,
this
Patronized by the Best People
ware store of F. J.
equivalent to a train of live stock
track between Ancona and Holton,- better than $80,000.
"
cated within a half a block of the 1.150 miles long, or equal to three business trip to the east.
111., thirty-on- e
miles; between ChllllNumber One Meals
Intersection of Congress street ar.d trains of live stock extending com- Sidney Barth, of the State Natlon-- l
cothe and Edelsieln, ill., etgnt miles,
H. C. Herby has resigned his po Stone avenue, was entered some time
bank, Is entertaining his father,
letely across the state of Kansas
and between Knox and Media, 111.,
sheep
" thirty-tw- o
a
prominent
of
stock
operating
by
burglars,
department
night
in
sltlon
the
last
nnd
ast and west or one train reaching Nathan Barth, a
miles, amounting In all to
116 miles. We have laid track on the Eastern Railway of New Mexico of revolvers and knives, valued at
lmost to Suit Lake City. In other owner of Grants, N. M.
Mr,
Edel-atelJanuary.
will
$150,
was
taken.
in
leave
and
and
ords, about twenty carloads of live
Chllllcothe
between
this
Breakfast - - i 25c
Charles Lembke and Lawrence
6 to 9
Breakfast
to
The burglars endeavored also
a distance of eight m'les. We Herby was chief clerk to .Master Me
tock, on an average, have been un Lee, of the university, left last nigni
bebut
VIlluescuwi'H
safe,
H.
Dinner and Supper 35c
here,
Into
Mr.
E.
sec
Harlow
and
chanic
break
loaded at the Kansas City market with the geologists and will accom
have also practically graded for
break the lock very hour, night nnd day, during pany them on their western trip.
Dinner
12 to 2
ond track between Wyaconda and fore coming here was chief clerk to they were unable to They
opened, the the business year 1907, the money
miles, and Mr. Harlow at Point Richmond, Cal on the Inside dour.
by the
Bucklin, Mo., sixty-nin- e
Special
Rates
V. Yerkes are en
J.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
"
as
easily,
Winslow,
clerk at
outside door of the safe
tlue of which approximates $140,. tertaining Mrs. L. M. Gazin, wife 01
between Sibley and Eton, Mo., ten and also chief obilged
week or month.
Supper j
to make the Villaescusa
'He is
does not keep this 000.000 for the year, nn average daP
5:30 to 7:30
miles. Grading will be about seventy. Ariz.
Gazin, of the San
' live
per cent completed between change on account of his health. S. locked.
ly business of $450,000 for each bus Chief Electrician
irom
children
her
system,
and
ta
Fe
He has, however, on the outside Iness day. Although 1907
in
is
these points by January 1. We have E. Vizellch, head timekeeper at Point
'
notice many respects the oanner business Topeka, Kan.
MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress
also constructed second track from Richmond, Cal.. has been chosen as of the door a typewritten
outStated communication of Temple
went
as
"This
follows:
Mr.
Herby
successor.
reads
which
While
his
Junction
ear of the Kansas City live stock
Carrollton to Carrollton
the
' stbout three miles, and from Camden to Belen last night to begin work side door is open.
The safe con- market, every indication points to lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M.. at 7:30
Ht
to Camden Junction, about two miles on the Eastern Railway of New Mex tains only books nnd papers. F. J. still greater achievements In the fu Masonic Temple tonight
the K. A. degree.
reproprietor."
Villaescusa,
ure and it is only a question of a o'clock. Work in w.
and have constructed connecting ico, it is understood that he will
ai. Frank
The burglars, however, did not few years when this market wnl By order of the
main only until he can be relieved
tracks at this point and Rt intermed
secretary.
believe this notice, as they endeavake Its position at the head of the
iate stations with the Wabash rall-- - by Mr. Vizellch.
ored to pick the lock on the Inside live stock mankets of the world.
of the firm of
road with the idea of using their
Will Chadwick,
g
door and were almost successful.
Chadwick & Co., who Is InA signature, "J. B. King," is
road In connection with our own for
Charles
In the front of
Ash
second track between Camden June
terested in sheep raising, is in loadthe yard men here of lute. The The safe Is located
It la likely that the WILD
tlon and Carrollton.
Fork, Ariz., to superintend the
scribe is certainly there In a thou the building andfrightened
by
people
"We have also during the past sand ways when it conies to placing burglars were
ing of a train load of sheep recent-l- v
year constructed a second track tun his name, or "John
dlsnosed of bv that company.
Hancock," on passing on the sidewalk.
A checking account will not only help you to spend
nel through the Raton mountains. coal cars and he also composes some
Roderick Stover has been pretty
Why Suffer from lUiininiatlxni?
between Wootton. Colo., and Lynn rhymes which are not so alow, says
busy the past three days explaining
your money economically, but it will also aid you
pains
you
n tho .iftuitv sheriffs that the re
know that rheumatic
New Mexico, 2,790 feet In length the Newton, Kan., Republican. The
lo
to save money systematically.
on
you
his
completed
be
will
doubt
be
this
If
can
relieved?
all
,' The excavation
port that he killed two deer
latest is one on himself which would
1 (Inch so Among Ju-hardly do to print, but it might be Just try one application of cnamDer
sdoui tne Din or lutn. or January,
iu Art recent hunting trip to the Manzano
HabMt
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
This tunnel is being lined with con imagined that the man "has a past." Iain's Pain Balm. It may not give
mountains, was wrong.
ine open
wtii Threatens Ttioir KxtriiU-imth'
(which you will have, if you pap by check) you
you relief from pain but will make
to complet the llnfng and put
season for deer Is over.
erte
Is Report.
E. .M. Sanjule, master mechanic of rest and sleep possible,
and that
h tunnel In operation somewhere
will be more careful of your expenditures.
"about March 1. It Is the intention the Santa Ft at Oallup, was In the certainly means a great deal to any
The hunters for the bounties on
Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
A checking account gives you a complete record of
For he hcalps of wild animals made
this coming year to enlarge the old city yesterday and held a conference one afflicted with rheumatism.
Co.
Grocery
Champion
strcng run on the coun:rv treir.ur; at
tunnel at this point to the same sec with Master Mechanic Harlow.
sale by All Druggists.
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
yesterday, says the Arizona Republl
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
in. The Wedgeworth brothers, wn
AT
50III
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convenience for your business transactions.
uie doing more in mat line man
anybody else, brought in seventeen
PAY BY CHECK.
THE DAY
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are
worth
which
skins
i,ual They
WEDDING FIESTA
aplce.
had enough other
to
K'ns or coyotes, raccoons, etc.,
bring their honorarium to something
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nit. re than $100.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Mr.
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gathered around the old couple
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disease which has spread all over
and merry makl.ig until the midthe valley. The outward manifes- ing
when the new year was
tation of it Is a great lump on the night hour,with
Groceries at Cot Prices
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en very suddenly. Due will be Heen
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High quality M. & J. 35 cent
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AlinrT THE RARESTOKTTIINO THAT

UlLF.S TO llFXiVIi.VTK
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LIVE - STOCK

IfllN E

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

T

E VETTING

extent possible the early return
to the road owning
of throe
Tha nflnnlnal fnahiroi .if this
new agreement are as follows:
A car received from ihe owner In
switching service must be confined to
switching territory and returned to
the owner. Kvery other movement
of a car will be considered a diversion, for which a penalty of $5 must
be paid to fie owner for each movement.
Claims will be made by the car
owner, nr., I n.ili Inrhide the initial
car number and date of delivery of
each car not handled as authorized
in the ruW. The reply must show
ithe disposition of the car in detail.
Admission to a part in tho agreement hall be determined by the majority of the roads in the agreement
In each switching district. Questions
affecting more than one switching
district may be referred for decision
to an arbitration committee, which
Is to be appointed by a majority of
the roads in each switching district.
In case the agreement is not accepted by all the roads in any district, it will not be obligatory in that
district, ibut It may there be followed by any roads that so agree among
themselves. Ten day notice is re
quired "before any party to the agreo- ment may withdraw therefrom.

Uerlln, Jan. 2.
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NO, NO; ADM. BRONSON LOOKS SCRAPPY
BUT HE ISN'T GOING TO HIT TEDDY

(Incorporated)

Went Away From Home as a American Heiress Will Not See
Cabin BoyShanghaied
Father Until Married to Man
and Forced to Work.
With Whom She Eloped.
Fltlshurg.
Pa., Jan. i. Howard
London, Jan. 2. As the crowning
d
Ray, a
lad, on his part of the tangle In
Helen
way to San Francisco, hoping to find .Maloney, the daughter which
of
Martin
his home and his parent, whom he Maloney, the Standard Oil magnate,
left before the fire, told a wonderful become a part when she eloued with
story of adventure a a sailor, of Samuel Clarkson, comes an anounce- being shanghald by the crew of a ment that the heiress will shortly
British ship, and of being halterated be married to the Englishman, with
jr a United States consul In Brazil whom she is madly Infatuated.
to whom he applied for relief, In the
This information,
which comes
police station here last night, when from
an authority,
includes the
he Applied for lodging.
statement
that all the necessary ec
iWhen 13 years old, he said, he clesiastical preliminaries
to make
shipped a a cabin hoy at San Fran- this marriage possible , have
already
cisco on the steamship Chile, bound been taken, despite the denial given
for Capetown. As'cabtn boy and as at the otiice of the propaganda In
ordinary seaman,
often performing Home.
the full duties of a grown man, he
This cutting of the Gordlan knot
worked his way on dliterent ships to was due solely to Miss Maloney her- Sydney, Melbourne, and to many seii; ana an entirely different atmo
other points, finally landing at Kio sphere Is given the whole story of
Janeiro, Brazil, where he was seized me strange double marriage and dewith a desire to return home. He fiance of public opinion, In the
light
shipped on a vessel bound for Nor- of the girl's determination to cling
folk, Va., and reached
that port to the man she loves above all else.
without an adventure, and was giv
Miss Maloney has not only refusen his pay for the voyage and his ed to see her father
since her elope- Walking
dlscharge.
through
the Tnent. but tins mailt it nluin that nn
says
street of oNrfolk he
he was sud- til she Is Clarkson's law ful wife, she
denly seized by sailor from the Brit- - will hold no communication with
ish coal steamer Tltalla and carried him. It was upon" this condition, and
aboard, where he was kept prisoner tthis alone, that she left Clarkson
for several days until the ship gall- - w hile the appeal to the church w hich
ed. Then he was released and put should free her from Arthur Herbert
to wont as a sailor. The ship was Osborn, the young iNew York broker,
short of men and he was forcibly was made. Helen has been staying
taken on as a recruit. In the course in Paris with her sister and only
of time he was again In Rio Janeiro, 'recently left for New York
where he complained to the United j
riivoa ,1r
Now (hanirtfr'
consul.
The color put upon the young
That official, the lad avers, gave woman's
actions by what Is undoubl-fac- t
him curt treatment, hushed up the
d,y tne true account of this strange
of hU having been shanghaied
so far from show lug
misadventure,
after several conferences with the ner
0iflaiiMcally Inclined school
British consul, and finally refused to
help him to get back to the United K,r, Indicates that she is possessed
rare
of character.
That
States, because he could not pro-!- 0'
duce proof that he was an American 'the Malomys were not ignorant etth- cltlzen. The British consul, the lad er of the Osborn affair or of her lat
says, secured him a chance to work er desire to become the wife of
his way back to New York, where Clarkson; that she used every methhe arrived a few days ago. He stole od to Induce an unyielding father to
his way to Altoona on a freight help her out of her difficulty and
train, he says, and the authorities at unite her to the man of her choice,
the latter place gave him transporta before she proceeded to extremetion to Pittsburg.
He hopes to be measures and braved scandal to obiven help here and at other noints aln what she had failed of by mild
that will take him to San Francisco. r means, are the salient points of
Whether he will find his. parents ' Hss Maloney's course,
there, he does not know. He has '
heard nothing from them since the
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Republican Victory In Ken
tucky Embarrassing to the
Deposed Democrats.
Frankfort. Kv.. Jan. 2. With the
time drawing near for the present
democratic s.ate officials to vacate
thiir offices for their republican successors, many of those now In office
are making plans looking to their
future, while still others are as yet
undecided what course to pursue.
This Is especially true of some of
the minor officials who had no pro- geKsion Derore entering the service
of the state, and who were therefore, unprepared to receive defeat In
the recent election as compared to
those more fortunate, who had simply abandoned a professional career
to enter politics, and who will now
return to those professions.
Many to Kntor Low.
The legal fraternity or the state
wlii be augmented by no less than
half a dozen members, who have
been holding down offices at Frankfort during the past four or eight
yiurs.
Judge S. W. Hager. the retiring
auditor of public accounts, was recently granted a license to practice
law and was later sworn In to practice before the court of appeals, and
while he has not yet decided Just
where he will locate, It will be somewhere In Kentucky and not In Oklahoma, as was predicted during the
paj-few weeks.
J. Morgan Chlnn. the retiring
clerk of the court of appeals, will
lesume the practice of law in this
city Immediately upon vacating his

Gross Kelly & Co.
( Incorporated)

A tickling cough, from anv cause.
Is quickly stopped
(by Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure. And U Is so thorough
ly harmless and safe, that Dr. Snoop
tells mothers everywhere to give It
without hesitation
even
to verv
young babes. The wholesome green
g
eaves ana tenaer stems of a
mountainous shrub, furnish
the curative properties to Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure.
It calms the cough,
and heals the sore and sensitive
bronchial membranes.
No opium,
no chloroform, nothing harsh used
to Injure
or supprexg. Simply a
resinous plant extract, that helps to
heal achlnr lungs.
The Knanlards
call this shrub which the Doctor
uses, "The Macred Herb."
Always
demand Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. All
Druggists.
lung-healin-

ROUGH DRY.
Do you know what this means? If
not ask our drivers to explain It to
you.
IMPERIAL. TiAUXDRY CO.

TIIK XF.W YKAR'S ARRIVAU
will see our store laden with deliciWhy Golds Are Dangerous.
ous cakes baked for
who deIf you would be Immune from di- mand the choicest andthose
most delicisease, keep the system healthy. Kach ous. Our New Year's cakes are fasuccessive cold weakens the consti- mous for their high quality
extution and renders Infectious diseases quisite flavorings, and we will and
have a
more liable.
Cougn
to
variety
Chamberlain's
choose from for the most
Remedy will cure your cold promptfastidious. Special orders will be takly and restore the system to its noren now for fruit and pound cakes
mal condition. For sale by All
and all kinds of layer enkes, plain
and ornamental.

t

Pioneer Bakery,
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secretary of state, although the
ifatier is as yet undecided where he
wll. locate. Attorney (ieneral N. B.
Hays and the assistant attorney general. Charles H. Morri.. will open
law offices In this city, and because
of their experience during the past
four years In the court of appeals,
the firm will be one of the strongest
In Central Kentucky.
The election of the republican
ticket In no way Interfered with the
plan of Morgan Ohlnn, H. V.
Attorney General Hays or
Mr. Morris as none of them were
candidates for any office on the
democratic ticket, and even though
the democratic ticket had been successful all hfld npfinflrarl t
.a.i .
the practice of law at the expiration
of their terms. Henry M. Bosworth,
ine retiring state audHor and de,111
feated cnnrilriiiln ttr aii,litYt
turn to his fine bluegras farm In
Fayette county, near Lexington, and
It is said ho will continue In the
bleeding of trotting horses.

I

!
Ilank Foolishness.
200 NEW SUITS
"When attacked by a cough or a
cold, or when your throat Is sore. It
Is rank foolishness to take any other Faithful
Churchman
Made Offer
medicine than Dr. King's New DisiVIiloh Almost itroke Him l"p In
covery," says C. O. Eldridge, of EmIitiMliicAM
Whole Town Turnpire, Oa. "I have used New Discovery seven years and I know it is the
ed Baptists.
beat remedy on earth for coughs and
colds, croup, and all throat and lung
Garrett, Ind.. Jan. 2. Adam
troubles. My children are subject to
store was stormed
croup, but (New Discovery quickly yesterdayclothing
by a
men, who claimed
cures every attack."
Known the suits of clothes00 as
recompense for
world over as the King of throat and accepting
the Baptist faith. tSewart
lung remedies. Sold under guaran- Is
loyal
Baptist,
a
and recently antee at All Dealers.
.
50c and
nounced that he would present a suit
Trial bottle free.
to each man who came into the
Rev. Dan Shannon, Baptist
Cash for gunny sacks, all sizes; church.
revivalist, has been holding meetings
wajnin will iv II for them. Phone 16, here
during the past three weeks, and
E. V. Fee. 802-6- 0
South Flrr St.
quite lately has Increased the number of his converts at a surprising
Trial Catarrh treatments are being rate.
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Apparently every
In
the
Shoop, Kacine, Wis. These tests are pluce who needed a citizen
proving to the people without a was coming to the frontsuiton oftheclothes
evanpenny's cost the great value of this gelist's call.
Shannon and Stewart
scientific prescription known to drug- will decide who of the converts
are
gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Ca- actually converted. These will be givtarrh Remedy. Sold by All Dealers. en new wardrobes.
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All kinds of Household
Goods at reduced prices

Co.
Borradaile
GOLD
117

AVE.

"OLD RELIABLE."

START RIGHT
By Installing a Loose Leaf System
of bookkeeping In your accounting

an

This
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By Using
tystem

print,

of eviry
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sheets can be ruled
tult the special need

burJnees.

Loose Leaf Systems
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omy in time and labor Is wanted.
Estimates cheerfully given. Mall order will receive prompt attention.
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.
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Pal Plntn Welt
Wo t
Mlnarol
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.
u

Kennedy' laxative r.mti
upon the bowels and thereby
drives the cold out of the sys'.em.
It contains no opiates it Is pleasant
to take and is highly recommended
f r children. .Sold by J. H. O'ltielly
Ci'i-ii-

net

Co.

3

r

I lad
Slonuuili Trouble Cured.
Having bt;en nk-- Yor the past two
with a bad stomach trouble,
a friend gave me a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab-let- s.
They did me so much good
that I bought a bottle of them and
have used twelve bottles in all. Today 1 am well of a bad stomach
trouble. Mrs. John Lowe.
Cooper,
Maine. The.ne tablet are for sale by
All Irugb'ists.

Wholesale Realers

2

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

S. LITHGOW
H.
took binder
Stamp Maker

kl..

I'llOM:
p--

longer au ezberlment.
Are nn
They are a necessity where econ-

Words of Praise have evr
ucopy.
in J....t:.:
lhat a producer should wax enthusiastic over Miimng
his own wares is
but human. But it's the praise of the
consumer that counts
;
and it is to a discriminating and critical public that "Blatz'
refers you.
It is safe to say that no product, of any kind, enjoys a
more enviable reputation than does this same Blatz Beer of
Milwaukee in markets where it is offered.
Its
honesty of Duroose. Duritv. VirllKan
and every other attribute that goes to make a perfect beer are
in evidence.
Cultivate the "Blatz SI Hanlj" W,i,k
. i
ik
for any of these brands, whether on taught or bottled: Wiener
'
Private Stock. Export, Muencher- STERN-SCHLOS-

THIS ONE

Sewing Machine

Jjfl

nt

ARB, READING

New Home

department.

self-evide-

.rem

AGENT

Iff
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

mprftor

. HALL,
Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and
Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Lumber
Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
mmpmlrm on Mlnlnm mm mm mmmmimmr
m a-- ..
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.

It.

The Sf. ElmoW
JOSEPH BARNETT,

Prop'.

i 20 West Railroad Avenos

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMRLC A NO
CLUB ROOM

i

ALBUQUERQTJE

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
MUULISHED

DAILY AND WEEKLY

By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT
SmSCHIPTlON KATES

5'n

One year b mail In advance
Om month by mall
m
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CITIZEN.

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

,1

There art about as many conceptions aa to what constitutes a
time" aa there are individuals, but there Is one place In .New Mexico, not
out of every 100 people And whnt they
very far from Albuquerque, where
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce 1n abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
(runs, traps, tackle, all at your disposal, me nnest nunting ana nsning in
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
.."good

"J

'

STRONG BLOCK

M.,

'.3

ALni'QI'KRQCK CITIZEN IS:
The leading Krpubllcan ilully anil weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and tlie "Square Deal."

TUB ALKT"Ql"EKilF

CITIZEN HAS:

The finest equipped Job department
The late reporta by Associated l'm
"WE GET THE

In New

Xeileo.

and Auxiliary News Service.

ES

OYSTI-ai-

are brought

All Stoves and Ranges

;3

11

nHST."

Not Going Out of Business
We Meet All Competition!!

No other
food deteriorates so
rapidly aa the Oyster. Its habitat Is
the ocean. It roquli'cs coolness and
absolute freedom from exposure to
the lr In order to retain lla delicate
flavor and Its wholcwmcness. SEAL-SHU- T

' "STATEHOOD FOR NFW MEXICO"

rjfte Poor

di-

25

1

rect to ns from the choicest beds of
America. Tliey are shucked into
porcelain caNCs, sealed and packed In
Ice, which never comes In contact
with the oysters. Tho irse of the
Soalslilpt carrier is the secret of
their superiority.

ast Centuries

Discount
6 inch Stove pipe
6 inch Stove pipe elbows

a curious ceremony performed last week In the subterranean
Dignified people solemnly deposited
passages of the opera house In Paris.
records of the great voices of
phonographic
vault
specially
constructed
In A

That was

today.

F.H.S TRONG

FURNITURE

J?''".

.
. (h
agreeable and refined, If you are
Conditions Ideal for re
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
cuperating, rending, hunting or louring.
Tou CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANT
WAY YOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Cltlien Office for further particulars, or address The
Valley Ranch.

medium of tito Southwest.
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matter at tlio Posloffloe of Albuquerqne, N.
Kntrred a mwnd-ela- a
adnr Act of Congress of March 3, 1H79.
Tho only Illustrated ilnlly newspaper In New Mexico anil the boat
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EVENTING

Thanksgiving Sale Cutlery.
Bern

9c Toint
- - 8c Joint

Our elegant Llneof

Holiday Cutlery

There were songs and arias by Tamngno, Caruso. Scotti, Plancon,

AND

They are to remain there, hermetically
Melba, Calve and others.
sealed, for 100 year. Then, In the year 2007, they will be withdrawn, and
the airships will stop while the passengers hear the historic voices ot "the

Pattl,

:

"r
last century."
we
mean
they
that
what
think
things
and
read,
auch
of
we
when
It's
living,
how
we
are
age
which
is
in
this
begin to realise what a wonderful
GEORGIA JOINS WEAR
different It is from other ages, and what it might have meant to us if the
ago.
years
of
hundreds
things we know today had been known
uppose the phonograph alone was nothing new?
OF
FESTIVE
ERS
We
We could go today and command all the music of the centuries.
could listen while Bach played the organ, Amati the violin, and while Arlon
wept hla harp.
We could hear Paganlnl. We could ask, please, for the
WRITE RIBBONS
We could hear
disc with the record that little Mozart made at the piano.
directing
the
We could listen to Palestrlna
Scarlatti at the harpsichord.
Ambrose chant- holr In the church at Santa Maria Magglore, or to Father
tViA
ifnlna
r
tf- .
ing in the dim cathedral at Milan. we mignt. even m-- ok...
tipnt Uiy IGblCT-David in the Dsalms. or go back to the shores of the Red Sea and listen to LUUIG dlUie
kh onnr nf Xllrfllm.
day When the New Law
There are the
And this is only a little In the realm of music alone.
orators and the poets and the players who might apeak for us, Webster and
Took Efiect- Patrick Henry and Snppho and Homer and Demostnenes ana Acmujiu
ih vr.lr.Aa nf hlRtnrv In our AlttinftT rooms!
Only one little invention of a multitude.
Mnt what
the nhonoaraDh?
Atlanta, Jan. 2. The- whole Btate
William the Conqueror
n the srreat pyramid.
nsn.M rn,,M nmr rail n telegraphy.
Georgia Is dry today. The pro
Xerxes never saw a moving picture. of
Mvpr dreamed of wireless
hibition law paased by the last legls- Kari
vM ant a rllmna of a single elctrlc light
enect New year's
nture went
He has been to col- - day. This la into
sat thi moment the cub renorter stirred hlmBelf.
the first of the southern states to go Into the dry column,
lege
although previous to tne passage of
"No," he aald: "and Darius never had any breakfast food."
boy.
the bill only seventeen of the J48
"And Adam didn't have no street cars." observed the office
counties allowed the sale of liquor

See

Our

Before

Prices

Buying

Carvers

:

upon purchasing
draft of an agreement between
America and France under the Ding-le- y
act, which has been In preparation for nearly a year.
It U known that a concession was
made by America in abatement of
existing duties on French champagne
by twenty per cent while France remits the maximum duties on American cotton seed oil and certain class- MANY
es of machinery and other
to the

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

dlllaa. 115 per month from March
6, 1907.
Consult a Reliable
Dentist
Hezekiah Biggs, Reserve. $15 per
IB,
niimth from April
1907
Refugio Wlet, Central,
$8 Full Sot of Teeth
NEW MEXICO WARRIORS perMrs.month
2 per month
for Gold FlllUifr
and
$1.50 up
CASK
OVER.
PETTIBONE
GOES
each of her four children from No- - Gold Crowns
v.
$fl
vemuer 2, avuo.
Judge Not Ready With Instructions
Rine,
Roswell. $12 per rainless Extracting .... 80c
The following changes In postof-- 1
John
Adjourns
Jury
Court
and
to
flees in Js'ew Mexico have been an- - month from April 18, 1907.
I'nUl Tomorrow.
John P. Laney, Ft, Bayard, $10
nounced:
John P. Alorg appointed postmaa- - per month from November 7, 1907. ALL WORK ATtSOLinrXY GrAK- noise. Idaho. Jan. 2. Judge Wood ter at San Miguel, San Miguel coun-- j
John W. Rush, Orange, $12 per
AN TEED.
was not ready to furnish the attor- ty.
month from April 25, 1907.
neys copies of his Instructions to the
post1J. Barker appointea
Martmez,
Sandoval,
Chas.
$iz
Eleanor
:
Jury in the PeUlbone case this morn- master at Buelah, San Miguel coun- - per month from March 9, 1907.
ing and adjournment was ordered ty- until tomorrow morning.
Pension-- .
-.
The condition of Pettlbone Is immoo-,..TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Tho following pensions have been
proved but he returned to the hosDelegate Andrews for
by
secured
pital after court adjourned.
veterans In New Mexico, There are
many of them, that date back to the
St. Louis Sot'ltcr .Market.
DRS. COPP and PETT1T.
forepart of la.it year, giving to many
ft. Louis, Jan. 2. tfpelter firm. KOOM
COULD NOT GIVE
12, N. T. AAMIJO BLDG.
Quite a sum of money, 14.2214.
under license, and four ol five others
in many Instances running as high
by
through dispensaries controlled
as $200:
Xew York Money Market.
the counties.
HIS. SAURY AWAY
George H. Cooper, Socorro, 2U
iNew York, Jan. 2. Money on call
The law prohibits the keeping or
per month from April li, ISO.
firm, B20 per cent; prime mercangiving away of intoxicating liquor in
Santiago Boney, watrous. $12 per tile paper
In a nonular ureludlco in this country against marriages of Am
'THE BEST ALWAYS'
8 fa' 10 per cent.
Th
public
places
and
its
manufacture
11,
1907.
cases
the
conspicuous
March
from
month
certain
of
foreigners.
Because
to Divide Check
Wanted
erican girls and titled
Governor
In
state.
anywhere
the
It
and
sale
Doughty,
Rodeo, $12
Richard K.
Edmond. Kelly, an
St. Louis Wool Market.
With Ills IAtitciuint and Attoropinion prevails that as a rule they turn out unhappily.
imposes a tux of $500 on clubs whose
per month from April 22, 1907.
ney (icnernl SSuld 'o.
St. Louis. Jan. 2. Wool steady;
American lawyer, who has lived long abroad, from personal observation gives members
are allowed to keep
Henry C. Logan. Red River, ia Territory
and western mediums 20 lit
Judgment against international alliances.
drinks In their lockers.
per month from March 16, 1907.
23c; fine mediums 1921c; line lhip
and
Lincoln, Nebr., Jan. 2. Governor
Atlanta alone, will lose $135. 12 in
. Benson, Aztec,
IZ per 17c.
it i futile to counsel aaainst them. American girls marry where
Wilbur
r
Sheldon cannot turn over part of his month from April 1, 1907.
The nartial list of prominent international marriages license taxes, and the property value salary
Km thtv T,iojiA
You
to Lieutenant CJo.vernor Hope
for of saloons and breweries which will
Benjamin Vandorwark, Lakewood,
recently published by the New York World from the World Almanac EngChicago lrodu,e Market.
is
well for services rendered by the lat- $12 per month from April 1, 1907.
state
the
girls
and
marriages
American
of
67
were
130
classified
108 ahowathatof
Chicago, Jan. 2. Closing.
persons will ter in the absence of the governor
$12
German .Sanchez, Santa
This was
Just What You Order
liahmen of title and 31 of American girls and Frenchmen of title.
Wheat May 10714; July
employment. The from the state. This was the opinion per month from March 11, 197.
-- w
ra.na
ana
July
Genby
aiuci
in
Corn May
Attorney
perhaps natural, because
yenterdtiy
tnaon
the
rendered
per
declared
have
that
authorities
Hill,
$12
Teague.
Cedar
John
wa month from April 1, 1907.
Gats May 53(fiH; July
n. info fnrpio-- ancietv thn in! other capitals. (Germany. Italy, Russia law will be enforced to the letter, and eral Thompson. During the deep gov.
Promptly, Carefully
It that prison sentences and not fines terways convention in Alempnis
Pork Jan. $12.65; May $13.32.
American brides.
per
$12
Capen, Clayton.
i iiotrla.Unniriirv rnmA npit Tl order in claimingmarriages
lmvid
May
$8.05.
$7.80;
Lard
Jan.
oxen
state
can
was
t
upon
traced
a
be
from
the
Imposed
will
bo
violators.
Sheldon
these
13,
of
1907.
number
November
considerable
noting
from
a
month
that
is worth
Delivered
May
$6.80 6.82;
Ribs Jan.
the
lieutenant
The aiate constitution specifically several days, and
Alfred Stinson, Roswell, $12 per $7.22
to the .residence of foreigners here or of Americans abroad in diplomatic provides
7.25.
that all revenue from liquor governor occupied tn executive of month from April 18, 1907.
'
jnannnltv
licenses shall go to the school fund fice. Yesterday was payday at the
From a Stock That Is
Danford Ayers, Tularosa, $15 per
Before drawing any general rule as to the success of such unions it Is and on this ground the validity of state house and the governor declin- month
New York Metal Market.
from March 18, 1907.
and
scandal
in
end
proportionately
reof
them
more
whether
salary.
acept
steady,
to
2.
consider
Lead,
Uni
He
New York, Jan.
his full
fair
ed to
tho law will be contested in the
Theopllus Gibson, E. Las eVgas,
in the United ted State court.
Always Fresh
quested that $100 be transferred to $15 per month from April 17. 1907. $3.60(ff3.65; lake copper firm 13 bp
rfii.rn thnn mnrrinireii anion ceoole of the same standingprove
larger
a
governor.
States
recon
United
Some
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Capt. R. M. Spivey, of the Harvey
system, who makes his home in Albuquerque at the Alvarado, probably
traveled more miles by mil last year
than any other person living in New
Mexico, rallroarl men excepted.
Captain tSplvey"a record is 77.23S
miles, according to a diary, which
he keeps, noting events of the days
a they pass. Captain Fplvey's travels mostly constituted trips between
this city and the grand canyon, which
he made almost dally, and occasional trips to Kansas. Captain Spivey is
63 years old and hnle and hearty, lie
says that with all the traveling he
did last year he was not sick one day
and was not in a wreck.

GEOLOGISTS OFF FOR
PETRIFIED FOREST
Here Will
the Grantl

iVMivennl

at

Canyon.
The geologists, who Journeyed to
the nearby mountains yesterday, returned to the city late yesterday afternoon tired and sore from the day's
work, but all expressed themselves
us having been well repaid for the
Journey.
A short session of the society yesterday closed the work here and at
8:15 o'clock last evening the members deserted their quarters atrlthe
Alvarado and boarded special Pullmans attached to train No. t. They
are seeing the petrified forest of Arizona near Admana
today. The
Orand Canyon will be visited tomorrow. The meeting, which convened
In Albuquerque, win be adjourned at
the Grand Canyon.

Take Advantage of Albuquerque
ExjxTlenee Before It's
Too Late.

Citi-aen-

's

When the back begins to ache.
Don't wait until backache becomes
chronic:
deTill serious kidney troubles
velop;
Till
destroy
urinary
troubles
night's rest.
Profit by an Albuquerque citizen's
experience.
Mrs. L. A. Benson, of 308 Baca
avenue. Albuquerque. N. M., says:
"I never had backache to speak of
until I came here five months ago
when it set in and became an almost
annoyance.
continual
If I would
stand long, and when I would wash
my back was so painful as it seemed
to kill me.
The persistent aching
made me so nervous at times that I
could hardly control myself. A, friend
and neighbor recommended Doan's
Kidney Pills to me so 1 procured a
box. I had not used more than half
of them before the distress Jn my
back had ended and I was relieved
of headache, an annoyance
which
had distressed me a great deal. Now,
If I notice any sign of backache. I
Immediately appeal to Doan's Kidney Pills and a few doses suffloe to
dispel every indication of the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price tc.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo. N. T.,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take i3 other.
t
o

Tlie ITIe of Peace.
The terrible Itching and smarting.
Incident to ceriain skin diseases, is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlains
Price, 25
Salve.
cents. For sale by All Druggists.

The cost of the Albuquerque busiiMaJor Tt. Kuppe, who with M. I
ness men's trade excursion over the Stern, of this city, and Adjutant General A. P. TarkliiRton, of Santa Fe,
form the committee on plans for the
proposed Alhuquerque armory
and
convention hall, said this afternoon
K. Brown, district freight and pasthat it might be possible
senger agent for the Santa Fe at committee would have to lookthatto the
the
El Paso, and the Tnatter of trans- architects of some other city for
portation Is now In his hands. Mr. Plans fur the new building. The comHrown Is now with the geologists In mittee hss received no plans from loArizona but will return to New Mex- cal architects since the plans first
ico in a few days and has said that furnished were turned down by the
he will take the excursion matter up committee
as Inadequate
to
the
with the Santa Fe officials imme- building needed and not filling rediately upon his return.
quirements.
Ueorge Arnot, of Gross,' Kelly &
"These plans should be ready the
Co., who Is an active member of the moment the money Is obtainable,"
on transportation, said sid Major Kuppe. " We are not gocommittee
this afternoon that In his opinion the ing to have any too much time to
trip to Roswell can be made with a complete the building as It Is and any
special train for about ll.KOl), the delay caused by the plans not being
number of people going on the train ready will be criticised most severenot taken Into consideration.
With ly. It Is Imperative '.hat the plans are
a special train chartered and paid ready when the money Is obtainable,
for at a stipulated price, the com- which Is likely to be at anv moment."
mittee could carry as many people
Col. W. S. Hopewell, president of
as they cared to without additional the board of control of the National
cost, so long as the Pullman comIrrigation congress. Is In Santa Fe
pany was paid for
extra sleeping today to have a conference with Gov.
car service, which the
will be absolutely Curry and General Tarklngton
renecessary to the comfort of those garding the funds to be furnished
making the trip on account of the by the territory. Some arrangements
inability of the new towns along the may be made so that the money
line to provide ample quarters for coming from the territory may be
the number that will be on the ex- had fit once.
cursion.
Considering that the cut-oIs still
In the hands of the construction deFATE IN
partment of the Santa Fe and not POWER'S
manageconsidered under the direct
ment of the Santa Fe, It is believed
HANDS OF JURY
that many of the privileges prohibited by the interstate commerce
laws can be enjoyed by the excursion and that the company will read- .lodge Orders Twelve Men to
Keen
ily grant them.
Ifcvl-do- u
Absolute Secret MothOn the Santa Fe proper, between
er
of .vue:l in Court IUmmii.
this city and Belen, and from Tex-Ic- o
to Roswell. a rate of probably
Georgetown, Ky., Jan. 2 The Jury
one fare for tne round trip will be
obtained. The Journey over the cut- in the trial of Caleb Powers, th foroff proper, it is believed, can be mer secretary of staU. charged r. ith
complicity In the rr'irdv of Strator
arranged ior at a mucn less cost.
William Goebel at the time ho was
contesting the gubernatorial vote, began a conslderalon of the verdict toLAND GRANT STOCKED
day. The arguments were closed
late yesterday,
Mum IM tlie Word. Say Judge.
WITH FINE CATTLE
Judge Morris specifically charged
the Jurors to maintain the utmost
secrecy. Powers was accompanied In
New Ou-ncWill Winter Slock on (Ml court by his venerable mother and
Cuke, at Two Cents Pound-- Will
his sister.
Bam h on Kx tensive Scale.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND
Family Trade Solicited.
Will

CICARS- -

Telephone 1036. and

LW AtUVC-IC-

41 UI1LC

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Tablts, and Fiiit Clau Treatment

CRADI & GIANN1NI, Props.
109 South First Street
9 0J09C0900909009rmoZ

i

Cent

Dmvn From Seven
as Result of Improvement In America.

London, Jan.

The directors of
lowered the minimum rate discount to six
1.

--

from seven per oent.
The improved financial conditions
in America animated the directors in
their decision to remove the stringent rate which hampered trade and
speculation
for the past several
weeks.
KODOL Is the best remedy known
today for dyspepsia, indigestion and
all troubles arising from a disordered stomach.
It Is pleasant, prompt
and thorough. Sold Iby J. H. O'RIelly
Co.

'S

with a STCVEN-Sbest ining for a rnM.lii.liA. I
Learning to shoot well snd
acquiring qualities of .
fECISION,AND

"Out-ol-door- s"

0

SOLOMON

W.

LUNA, President.

& STBICKLER,

w.

"

Vice President and Cashier.
WILLIAM McINTOSH,

j. jotcvson;.

Assistant Oashten
J. C. BVLD RIDGE,
O. E. CROMWELL.
.

A. M. BLACKWELL

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fliolkote Roofing

Albaqoerqae, New Mexico

t

GIVE US A CHANGE
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Officers and Directors:
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First and Marquette
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MANLINESS
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EDUCATION.

Ask your Dealer for Stevens It(fl.
Miotgiins I'ihIoIs. Insist on our
d
muke. If you cannot obtain,
we ship direct, eirin-sirvmid. uisni
receipt of Cataloa J'ruv.
ivrjrthu. ro wml loin., atKit ItiwbiKVKNl.
r.und ID 11U J'v- - IlitMUtl Catalog. Mailed
!"f V'1" T"," '?. """I
aa. Bau!i
Una
!.
..B tol 'r Haj.g
fur tuur
JB arHub r,..n, n.ailuq ..r
ta .lamp.
J. SI EVENS AKMS TOOL CO.
P. O. Bos 4 007 m '
.
Calcopa
Fails, Mats., U. 9. A.
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FEE'S HOME MADE CANDIES.
WALTON'S IHU't. STOKE.

3

.
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IP

GRANDE LUMBbfl

"VfOU'D have to look a
1 long; time to find another store so cautious and
painstaking: in its efforts to
give mothers the very best
of value and good taste in
boys' clothing.
We're in business to stay;
to succeed. Want to make
every purchase so satisfactory that you'll always
buy here and tell your
friends about us.

a

Cor. 3rd and Uarquetta

KSTAHLISHED 1882

Representatives of the Only

CHICKERING PIANO
Everett, Baumeiter, Kimball, Harvard,

Schaeffer, Straube.

Interior Piano Players. Kimball. Marshall. Wendell

Sheet Music
Edison Talking Machines
Call and Hear our New
Open Evenings

These are the reasons

we sell VTRAnoon

Whether you buy a suit or overcoat, yon get in XTRAGOOD the
best materials and workmanship
put into clothing. W guarantee
XT" A GOOD, a wi pro,a mora
durable, reliable and satisfactory.
Insist upon it.

i

8.

The Whitson Music Co.

XTRACOOD

oooooooo

Vl.
ReaT

T,kIn

MaCh'n"

Piano Tuning

oo
FOR CHRISTMAS

Rimian Overcoats and Reefers
for ages 3 to 10. Rusia made
from blue hersey and cheviot,
fancy mixed good; neatly trimmed.
Reefers in navy blue chinchilla,
snelton and hcreey; velvet collar
buttons rlo.e. Prices $5toil2.
Boys' OvercesU for sges 7 o 16.
Made from black and oxford melton, fancy mis ed cheviots. Lininft
superior. Prices $5 up to $12.

EXAMINATION KKEE

--

C. H.

What would be more appropriate than GOOD VISION
Call at my office and I will tell
you how you can make father
or mother a present of a fine
pair of Glasses guaranteed to
fit correctly.

Carnes, Oph. D.

ox)ocooeoeocoooo

m

Vest Central.
PHONE

i

4it.

gXXXXTTTXXTrxTXTTT,fXai$j

HADiiirT MALinn ... iinuni CTrnuin

New Furniture, Matresses and Cushions Made to
Order. All kinds of Repairing Neatly Done.

Furniture Packing

First Class Work Guaranteed

ANDERSON & SCHICK

524 West Central

RIO
Phone

TOO LATK TO -- T.
New Year's night, white Eng-

aeWltt's Little Early Risers are
the best pills known. Hold by J. H.
I'Hielly Co.

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry sprues
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheap?
It will pay. you to look into this.

:H4
.

2.-- .

ft(3

:

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

CM)

,

'ffM

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PROPER1 ACCOMMODATION.
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
..
CAPITAL
$150,000.00
,

THE

Ap-Mlot- el

Hero-ford-

WITH AM PIE MEANS

Six

the Bank of England today

The Eaton ranch,
near Lamy
Junction, an old land grant of eighty
IS CAPT. P1LLSBURV
thousand acres which was sold to
B. F. Pankey, of Topeka, Kansas,
some eight months ago, is being exts
tensively Improved.
The tract lies
of Na.ltfnlion
east of the Santa Fe railway from Clilef of Bureau
Arur
OiiiBiilUVion with
lamy and Kennedy and north of
With lYvHMjeyt,
the Santa F Central railway extend
ing tiown into the Estancia valley.
' V
k
T Xf
The
tract is being fenced
Washington, D. C.,- Jan. 2.
and will be Mocked with about five
After a conference with Presl- thousand head of cattle, 250 head of
dent Roosevelt today. Secretary
graded
'
having already
Metcalf announced that Captain
already been placed on the ranch
J.
E. Plllsbury had been select- .with which to grade up native stock.
ed as chief of the
navigation
During ;he wliner the owners of this
bureau of the navy department,
stock fc.rm ce trying a new feed to
vice
Brov
nson
Admiral
resigned.
er the snow seatide the stock
son.
Cotton cn!'.
which has been
fed successfully in the south and TWO BUSfVI-MIIOVSKS
east Is fed there.
The feed cost
I'HANtiK litHWTIONS.
about two cents a pound but Is exceedingly rich, and the cattle are It. IITH.1 & Co. Move to New Wliit-to- u
very fonJ of it
Bloek I. Koiitpoiiloli
About twenty thousand
dollars
Oocuplos Itosenvtuid
will be spent in lm pi ovements of
Building.
building and in jutting in cultivation what land of the grant Is subThe "business houses of B. llfeld
ject to irrlgntion. Only one hundred A Co. and L. Kernpenlch & Co.
acres have so far bee.n developed.
changed locations today, the former
Mr. Pankey, the new owner of this moving from the Kosenwald buildfine body of land, is the present own- ing at the corner of Central avenue
er of the Topeka. Kansas, Telephone and Third street to tlie. new Whltten
system, a corporation which under building at the corner of Gold avethe Independent
system nue and Third street, and the latter
telephone
has driven out the Bell company. from 222 We Central avenue to the
Mr. Pankey is a very wealthy man Kosenwald building.
Both completand he intends to put a considerable ed the moving of their goods this
amount of money in the development afternoon.
of his extensive New Mexico interIt is understood that tho store
ests.
room vacated by L. Kernpenlch A
The present manager of the ranch, Co., will be occupied soon by a genW. A. Williams, has recently resign- eral dry goods store owned by the
ed his position and has sought for firm of Handell & Meyer.
himself a fine tract of land west of
the tract named, where he will in IOPlL.YKA CTI tFJSS
the near future make his home. Mr.
HAN APPENDICITIS.
William has been succeeded bv J.
M. Itlley, who is now at the ranch Cecilia Ioftus In New York HoJtuI
Following
UnrtueeeaKful
Oprraready to take charge as soon as Mr. '
.
. i . ...
- f n,
Williams can get on to his new
lUUr III
ina New ijihik
England.
ranch.
The old land grants of this and
New York, Jan.
Cecilia Loftus,
the more northern parts of the territory are rapidly passing into new and an actress, is In a scrjous condition
f
more progressive hand, money Is be- In a hospital here as a result
for appendicitis.
A
ing spent Into the development of an operation
long
New
tour
England
In
undertracts that have lain practically Idle mined
hur health.
for centuries.
have
"I
been somewhat costive,
LOST An opportunity If you did not but Doan's Regulets
gave Just the reuse these columns.
sults desired. They act mildly and
regulate
bowels
the
perfectly." flo.
Take DoWltt's Kidney and Bladder B. Krause, 306
Walnut Ave.. Altoona.
Pills. They promptly relieve back- Pa.
ache and weak back. Sold by J. H.
O'Bieliy Co.
The reason we do so much ROrGIf
DRY work Is because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have It done at home.
DeWltt's OarbollBed Witch Hazel
Salve Is especially recommended fur
piles.
Hold By J. H. OTlielly Co.
-

WEST CENTRAL AVE.
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lish setter, with black collar, reward If returned to A. J. Crawford. 1102 Tljeras.

Gty.

i

j

The recital to be given
at the
Highland
Methodist church
this
evening by l'rof. John
H. Crum,
y
Vnlver-sltteacher of elocution at the
promises to be a real literary
treat as well as the carrying out of
a motive for a good cause. The proceeds of the entertainment will go
to the church.
(Prof. Crum will be assistod by several well known musicians. The program is as follows:
PAHT I.
Plnno Solo ......Miss Erma Trlplett
"The Kroaker"
Anon
"My Ships"
Wilcox
"Leedle Dutch Hnby"
Klley
"New Cure for Rheumatism". . . .
Purdette
"The Spanish Duel"
Itaker
"Child's Dream of a Star". .Dickens
Plcolo Solo
Mrs. C. A. Huehl
PArtT II.
"Pro and Con" .'.
Powers
"Model Colored Wedding". .Tld-Bl- ts
"Ballad of East and West" .. Kipling
"Sam's Letter" .
Anon
"Limitations1
of Toutu '
Field
"The Tenor"
Bonner
Piano Solo
Miss Erma Trlplett

ff

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

i

ituntA Fe cut-of- t'
will not be as large
as first estimated.
Tho committee on transportation
has had .severnl audiences with W,

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

UUUO

A Happy and
Prosperous New Year

ING FUNDS

LOST

V- -l

v.

.E.

i

FRENCH
BAKERY

bo Adjourned

BENEFIT RECITAL'JT

GOES

New Year's Meditation by Matter Is Now in Hands of W. Committee Says That Archi- - Excellent Program Arranged'
R. Brown, District Agent
-- Several Well Known Mu- Rev. Fletchei CooK. Rector
tects Are Slow About Fur- For the Santa Fe.
of St. John's Church.
nlshlng Plans.
slclans Will Take Part,

The following New Year's meditation Is contributed 'to The Citizen
by Kev. EUlcher Conk, rector of St.
John's Episcopal church:
'IVxt for TTioiiglit.
Ialah 43rd chapter, 4th verse.
The Isle shall wait tor nls law.
A Now Year Meditation.
If I read history rightly, there has
been no Nation In the 'history of the
world that God has watched over
and led as our own V. S. A., except
perhaps the Jews. When tlod wanted a Nation to be 'born in a day he
212 E. Central, Phone 597
sent a Christian man to a Christian
tiueen with a Christian story," the result of which was the discovery of
IIIIWIUMIIIIM HIHJHIUWII
a new Continent. Ooil had already
prepared a race of Christians to set- ls that new Continent, and to build
up on that new Continent a Christian civilization, that would, In the
centuries to come, teach that Nation
whose Queen bo graciously furnish8 ed
Columbus the means to set sail,
the statutes of God and the principles of Justice and mercy.
Our
righteous Nation Is the Instrument of
X God to bring the blind in a way
Top Notch of the Year
X
they knew not, to bring those who
8 are shut up In the darkness, out of
g
the dungeon, and those in prison out
of the prison hoOse. If ever there
was a Nation that has performed
heroic, noble, righteous selfsacrlllc-inChristlike acta in all history,
8 1,
that Nation is our own, and these
acts are the liberation of the suffering people of the earth.
And If
ever a patriot should be proud of
his people and Nation
that one
be eaeh cltiren of this, our
nooocxxxxxxxxxxxocxxxxicxxx) should
Grand Republic, led by her fearless
and peerless leader.
Have I overstepped the truth In
HENRY'S
this statement? Liook a moment at
meaning of Christ's coming. "He
the
Cleaning and Pressing
iihall bring forth Judgment."
"The
islands shall wait for his law." What
Works
was His law and what was the purpose of His coming? That he might
establish righteousness on the earth.
The most
His coming was a moral purpose.
cleaning and pressing
He came to rectify things. He came
to set the foundations of things right.
parlors in the city.
He came to straighten the crooked
in life and conduct. He came to set
J. A. Gardner, Trop,
the oppressed free. He came to lift
tOQ-- n
West Silver Ave.
up tho bowed down. He came to
destroy oppression and tyranny anil
to esmbllsh liberty.
He came to
deal with the heart of the world,
with the judgment of men, with the
very soul of society. Geography was
not to limit this rulership but the
whole world was to receive right
truth. National and continent lines
were to toe abolished as to the limits
of setting up the great truth of the
unity of the race and the brotherhood of man. Cuba and tpain and
Russia and Japan and all the world
are Inside the Jurisdiction of Christ's
by
law. All accidental separations must
be done away with when our neighMeaL
bor has fallen among thieves and
Is dying for the need of our help.
Thl9 Nation Is the good Samaritan
who has gone to the man who has
fallen among thieves and been passed by the priest and levite. We are
J t0 Eait Coal Avenue
going to the rescue. The world must
be free. Oppression, slaughter, staroutrage must
vation, and feindl.sh
Every demolished home and
cease.
TRAVELED 71,233
village must be rebuilt. Every wicked wound must
be healed; every
rxvng of hunger fed. and every act
MILES LAST YEAR of a glorious
Nation, and bear the
cross and the mars and stripes everywhere under the blue starred yky
Am thai we may have Christian liberty.
llaJrutuI Iifr Not uh Ilanu-tlmiIt Smtat tttt. Spivey . K-- j
IntereNlin;; Ularj-DON'T WAIT.

Mating Which

pagk nrm.

A

NONE BETTER

Columbus
Hotel

.HOPEWELL

CITIZEH.

AFTER ARMORY BUILD-

AS EXPECTED

law;'

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes

I

TRADE EXCURSION WILL COL

EVENING

Telephone 307
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes tbe
duties lighter, th. cares leas
and the worries fewer.
TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Ths telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your llfs
and protects your horns.
IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

-

j.w.

TimisnAY.
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AWAITS
CALMLY

THIS AMERICAN TOWN SIGNS PLEDGE; CUTS BOOZfi AND
HE
GETS NEW YEAR GIFT qF $250,000 FOR SWEARING OFF

i

JANUARY 6iH

MONDAY,

io.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
New Mexico

ALUUQUERQUK

HENRY W. SAVAGE
Offers the

Kentucky Triple Murderer Has
Only One More Day to Live.
But Still Plays Checkers.
Jan. 2. Clnrence
Sturgeon,
lie triple murderer, who
i
sentenced to be hanire.l on Fri- y
day, January 3, spent his Inst fun-Uiiat the county Jail yesterday. Apparently Sturfteon becomes brighter
of
and more at ease as the (day
the end having
doom approaches".
wild,
for him, as he has repeatedly
Kxee-ptwo
no terror.
absolutely
priest and
twisters of Mercy, his
he had no
Jude Matt K'Doherty,
having expressed
Sunday visitors.
He
no
see
to
others.
desire
the
pent the day. except for his prayers
In playing checkers.
lie roe very early, as usual, said
Jiis prayers before and after a hearty breakfast, and then waited for
iis few visitors. At his request,
Juiljte Matt O'Doherty visited him
for half an hour In the morning.
Thereafter came the priest and tho
Sisters of Mercy, who spoke to him
word of spiritual cheer and left
Jiim feeling even more than usuNot that
ally bright and hopeful.
tie has any hope whatsoever of further escaping the expiation of his
deed; Indeed, he looks forward to
the final day with bo much trust and
hope, he says, that 'to be reprieved
or to have his sentence commuted
would seem but a further postponement Tf eternal happiness.
(iravo iax No Terrors.
liurong the greater purt of the
afternoon he played checkers with
,Kd Wllhelml, the death watch, and
not once did hla attention seem to
tray from the game. This man,
mho haa directly before him the
greatest ordeal that man can face,
eenu to have to a superlative degree the power of forgetting everything connected with his deed or Its
expiation, and to be able absolutely
to lose himself in estatic contemplation of what lies beyond the
grave. So intense la the religious
possession,
fervor which has taken
him
of him, and which shines out ofquesIn his every word to those who
spomany
who
have
him,
that
tion
ken to him have, upon leaving thei
Jail, asked the deputies In charge
whether he Is not insane. The
brightness of Sturgeon's eyes and
look while speaking of
tils far-o- ff
most commonplace subjects
the
strengthen
this impression.
aeem to
To the ordinary visitor, who cannot,
bring himself to Sturgeon's point of
Inattentive look
view, the
with which he stares at them and
tils way of replying with expressions
of blissful hopefulness as sincere,
often, as they are Irrelevant make
him seem at least
Meanwhile the nearby clock In the
tower of the city hall strikes the
auarter and the half and the hour
mechanically as before, and Stur
geon hears It b'Jt does not under

J'uisvllle.
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The original number
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New Mexico Bills :
In Congress 5
M

M
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1L It. 7700, ltKLATING TO
SOLLHKIW HOMK IN SANTA FE
Mr. Andrews Introduced the following bill, which was referred to the
committee on military affairs and
ordered to be printed.
iA bill to establish a Soldiers' Home
at SantaFe, Santa Fe county, New
Mexico.
He it enacted by the senate and

Cspitoi snd surplus, $100,000

COLLEGE

INTEREST
1

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEFOSITS

com-

George Ade
Exactly as Presented
Main

Hudson, Ohio, Jan. 2. This
just to be original an American town has taken the pledge.
Yes, Hudson
has sworn off no
more booze. Nn more nights out
w Ith Hudger Pittsburg or
Lusher
N'York. or any of the other boys.
tAnd you'd swear off, too. If" you
were In Hudson' t.liir... .
i
nice coal mine owm-- r with millions
and million of golden simoleons
come along and offer you
sh;uld
2.iO,non to cut out red liquor.
,
The nice coal mjin hn t.
come down so handsomely for Hudson iS J.
V. l.'lltKvnrlh
born and grew to manhood In Mud.
son. He left hre
. .
moved to Chlcjlffn than K .
Pittsburg, where his success was
Kllsworth,
nf rounded
Pa., a coal mlnlnir
vlllno-ikui, v,
sold not long ago and practically re- nen irom active business.
Kllsworth
homo la In Vi.,..
He is now In Kurope. A few years
ago he came to Hud son jind mi,.
chased the home of his bovhood

which

New-Year'-

It Into

S!r-e-

tin

of lliiilxon,

t

remodeled,

Tn.

Swi-ar-O-

resi-tukl-

Then he conceived the Idea that
Hudson should be a model residence
town. He wanted to do something
h,
for the place of his
and to
beautify the place seemed most
appropriate.
Bm he did not want to create this
model town in a place where intemperance reigned. So when he made
his proposition to Mayor Krnest L.
Killius, and later to the council, he
Inserted several provisos.
The flrnt wn
that- n n iin,,..
should be sohl. He didn't
mind
neer, provided It was confined to
a certain district, which he should
have absolute control of. But lawyers said this was impossible,
so
Kllsworth suggested that the village
be dry.
In return
for temperance, Ellsworth pledged himself to provide
the village with an electric light
plant, a water
and a sewage system, all toworks
cost $250,000,
without a penny of expense to the
bi-t-

j

ed as follows: First district to consist
nit? cuunTies or santa Fe, Rio
TaOS flml Kim Iiion.
.i

stree't s.
Well, Mayor Flllius and the

third district to nnnnlur nt
n
ties, of Dona Ana, iSierra and Luna;
fourth dlatrict to consist of the counties of San Miguel, Mora, Colfax and
i.mun; nun aistnct to consist of the
ci.untles of Kddv.
Chaves; sixth district to consist of
the counties of Otero, Lincoln, Guad- aiupr, Wuuy ana Torrance; seventh
district to consist of the counties of
Socorro, Grant and Valencia.
Sec. 6. That the said
district
COUrl Shall haVA 1llHar1lfrlr.n n
U
same Is hereby vested, to hear, try,
and determine all matters and causes
inar me courts of the other districts
of the territory now possess; and for
such DUrnoses two term- - nf aula
shall be held annually at such places
"mini Bum aisirici as may be designated by the chief Justice and his associates, or a majority of them; and
grand and petit Jurors shall be summoned therein In the manner now
required by law.
iSec. 6.
That all offenses committed before the passage of this act
shall be prosecuted, tried and deter- iniicu in inn same manner and with
the same effect, evnant o
tn
number of Judges as If this act had
V.

were tickled nearly Into hysterics. So they passed an ordinance TUESDAY, JANUARY
to submit the wet or dry question to
the citizens. There were three saloons in town, and the liquor dealers put up a hard fight, but the elec- Engagement of the Eminent Actor
tion, just held, voted the town dry
by 2 to 1.
CHARLES B. 1IANF0RD
And so. Hudson having signed the
pledge. Mr. Kllsworth's money will
Under the rManagament of
early next
begin to flow in. and
F. UVWHENCE WALKER
will
be
spring the Improvements
started with a rush.
In a Notable Revival of

aw
TTimirr

When the Stomach T?oatt
- t.- .t
ney nerves get weak, then these organs always fail.
Don't drug the
Stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a makeshift.
,i
i
to druggists everywhere as Known
Dr. Shoop' Restorative.
The Restorative is prepared expressly for these weak Inside nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them UD with I lr sllinnt,1. To- morauve tablets or lau d and sea
UI
how nuielrlv
-- 'e
tr, it a
" j haln
tumc.
sample r,lest, sent. . . on"inreouest
hv
J nr
..
w is.
rour .health
Is
sureiy worth this simple test. All
Dealers.
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214 N. Second, Albuquerque

J. D. EakJn, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

I.owtlier and the Home
Illchmond. Va Jan. 2. Mrs. Addle Lowther, living near Winchester, at the base of the Blue Kldge,
knows what It means to be well
hugged.
Recently she was busy In the
kitchen at her home, getting dinner
for her husband, whom she expected
back any moment from a hunting
trip, when a black bear stole in behind her and took her in a generous
embrace.
"I thought it was John slipping
up behind me," she says In descrlb- Ing the occurrence.
"I wasn't surprised when the arm stole around
me, ami went on working and looking straight ahead.
Hut it didn't
take long to satisfy me that it was
not John who was doing that hug- glng.
It was something terrific.
"Then I screamed, Just as any

A sumptuous
scenic production,
now and novel electrical effects, a
cliorus and tuUIct of unusual attractcostumed, will
iveness, beautifully
tend to make this engagement one
of the moHt substantial offerings of
tho year.
Curtain at 8:30. Positively no One
Seated During an Act.
SEATS ON SALE MONDAY. JAN. 6.

Successors to
EAKIN, and BACIIECm & GIOMI
WHOLM0ALK DKALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

la ttoek to outfit tho
kpmosttvrytblng
fastidious bar oomploto

'

i

'

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fop Jos. S.
Schlltz. Wm. licmp and St. iouis A. U. C. Breweries: Yellestone.
tireen Itlver, W. II. Mc Brayer's CVdar Brook, bonis Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of wliiskies too numerous to mention.
WE A HE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.

$ltilt$$$t$$$f lUMIIIIIf ftf

75c

$UCCE$$
THEY $AY NOTHING SUCCEED

Itr'rr Ilrar Invaie1.

j

Treasurer.

&

ElksTheatre
Mm. Aihlio

Chaa. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachecht,

itHkn.oUV..

Saturday, Jan. 4

woman would have done. I hadn't
the least Idea who It was, and least
of all did It occur to me that It was
a bear. The animal released m at
the scream, and the first tning my
hand fell upon was the dishpan.
"Without watting to see what I
was striking at I whirled with the
pan and let It fly. It clapped Mr.
Bear right over the snout and the
noise was terrific. He made for the
door and I threw several bread pans
after him, landing an Iron poker on
the back of his head as he went
I think he's rundown the steps.
ning yet.
"John came home half an hour
later. He was mad as a hornet
when I told him about It. He huntfor three days, but
ed that bear
didn't find him. He Insists he isn't
ability,
Jealous of bruin's hugging
but I'm still of the opinion he Is."

o
liouse of representatives of the UniRECENT EVENTS IN ARIZONA.
ted .States of America In congress asThe new stamp mills are to be
sembled, That the board of managers
of the home for disabled volunteer erected by mining companies in the
soldiers are hereby authorized and Congress district in Yavapai county.
Mrs. N'abor Pacheco, wife of the
directed to locate a branch of the
tiome at Kama Fe, Santa Fe County, Pima county sheriff, her cousin and
daughter,
ICew Mexico.
be
same
not
shall
The
had a narrow escape from
located) on a tract of land less than death or serious injury in a runaway
at Tucson. Sunday. Both women
two hundred acres In extent.
2.
Sec.
That said branch home were thrown from the buggy and
to the general supervision of a board
.shall be located and the ground, un- stur.ned. The Utile daughter was
of two ministers and two laymen
less the same be donated, purchased thrown from the. vehicle and escap- YEAR'S EVANGELISTIC
This body
from each denomination.
ty aald board of managers within ed The
unscratehed.
..
...
IWmAnr.r
i
Arizinn
which has already been organized,
soon
- i.."viuh r at anttni- three months, or as
thereafter
repre.as practicable, from the approval of ed the Maricopa county printing. The
CAMPAIGN PLANNED with fifieen denominations
sented, has selected Edward E. TaySaturday Review was the only other
this act.
secreas
act
to
Philadelphia,
lor, of
iec. 3. That within six months, bidder, but could not connect owing
tary.
or as soon thereafter as is practic- to the fact that 1l was u weekly paKansas for ClirM" tiw Slogan of
able, from the approval of this act per.
t. in a 't ft lut'ire num
n'i...
a Tuiive .Months' Kcvivai
Albert Arviso and Quong Wu have
the said board of managers shall
of
best known evangelists
ber
the
Covering
been
held to the grand Jury at Phoecommence the erection of a suitable
Stale.
in the country, aiaeu oy me mmi
'building or buildings on the ground nix for robbing the New York store.
luistors, give the entire season to
Jesus Fernandez, a Mexican workso purchased for the use of said
Kansas City. Mo., Jan. 5. "Kan- work, and everywhere union meetbranch home. That said buildings man, fell T5 feet through the elevator sas for Christ" is to be the slogan ings
are to he carried on, directed
.shall be completed at as early a day shaft of the Copper Queen
ware, In a state-wid- e
evangelistic cam- by the Rev. Hlederwolf and the adl'1 Ulsbee a,lJ was Instantly paign that is to be pushed
as possible.
visory board.
kllle'd
friec. t. That the sum of two hunIn every county of
the
A newly arrived
dred and fifty thousand dollars Is
year. Hunmatador
from
state
next
Sunflower
hereby appropriated for the purposes Mexico tried to arrange for a bull dreds of ministers of various denomTho finest Coffee Substitute ever
hereinbefore mentioned and the im- tight in Tucson until he learned that inations, together
made, hius recently been produced by
numerous
with
You
Wis.
provement of the grounds of said it was illegal.
well known evangelists, are to hold lr. Whoop of Racine.
or thirConsiderable mining activity
branch home.
rerevivals. An entire year will be d.n't have to boll it twenty
ported In the Jerome district. Is
minute,"
in
a
"Made
spent in the movement and an ef- ty minutes.
The
II. II. 7701, 1UXATING
daughter of Mr. fort is to be made to demonstrate says the, doctor. "Health Coffee" is
v.
r,ff.A Imitation
f ..... j
TO ASSOCIATE JUSTICES and Mrs. -ltosweii
may
country
IMC
aa
be
III U n 1to
leUliy
what
the
whole
ed In an Irrigating ditch at Mesa.
Mr. Andrews Introduced the followyet produced. Not a grain of
ever
religious
In concerted
accomplished
ing bill, which was referred to the ( Mrs. Frank Paine of Phoenix ex work carried forward
Cofstrictly real Coffee In It ilther. Health pure
on
committee on the Judiciary and or- postulated with her husband
is made from
great revival is fee Imitation
for
lines.
The
business
man,
playing
printed.
to
poker
be
dered
and he threatened to to be under the direct leadership of toa.sted cereals or gru'r.s, with
A bill to provide for an additional kill her If she didn't "dry up." Then
A,
i,aiti. it wnnbl fool an
William Kdward Pleder-wul- f,
associate justice of the supreme court Mrs. Paine gave away the fellow that the Rev.
er.eVt were he to unknowingly
planned
It.
who
operated the blind tiger.
of the territory of New Mexico.
The undertaking will be subject drink It for Coffee. C. N. Brlgham,
Be It enacted by the senate and
louse of representatives of the United States of America In congress
assembled. That hereafter the supreme court of the territory of New
STATEMENT. OF CONDITION OF
Mexico shall consist of a chief Justice and sir chelate Justices, any
four of whom shall constitute a quotum: Provided, that the judge who
presided at the trial oi a cause In the
court below shall not sit at the hearing of the same case on appeal or
vrlt of error in the supreme court of
DECEMBER 3, 1907.
the territory.
ec. 2. That it shall be the duty
of the president to appoint one additional assoclute justice of said suLIABILITIES.
RESOURCES.!
preme court in manner now provided by law, who shall hold his oftice
Loans
Capital Stock
$100,000.00
$515,750.77
for the term of four years and until
his muccesiior is appointed and qualiUnited
Bonds
33,940.23
States
Profits
105,750.00
fied.
Sec. .3 That the said territory
Banking House (Zieger bldg) 36,000 00
Circulating Currency
100,000 00
shall be divided into seven Judicial
districts, and a district court shall be
Fixtures, Vaults,
Deposits
5,489.91
645,569.33
ield in each district by one of the
justices of the supreme court at such
Cash
216,518.88
lime nd place as is or may be
by law.
Each Judge, after
assignment, shall reside in the dis$879,509.56
$879,509.56
trict to which he Is assigned.
iSic. 4. That the judicial districts
in New Mexico be divided and asslgn- 1-

j. korber & CO.
MF.LINI

and

-i

.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Consolidated Liquor Company

PRICES $1.50, $1.00,
kiMtWi,

mn ranjKMmumjm

We will Call for and Deliver Your Horse

7th

Antony

1

Phone 878

ti

Cleopatra

tm

1

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

coun-rllme-

Woman Hugged by Bruin Puts Him
to Flight With Dishpan and Poker

trict to consist of the countie" of
iernaiino, .mcKlnley and Sandoval;

HORSESHOEING

property owners. He also promised
other Improvements, notably the rehabilitation of the old Western Reserve university
buildings,
fallen I'HK'IK Toe, $1.00, S1.50. lioxot $2
Into decay since the college moved
to Cleveland, and the
of an institution of learning.
In the agreement it Is specified SEATS tN SXXjK SATUItOAV, J.1N.
thai the telephone, telegraph and
4 til AT S O'diOCK AT
street railway companies must conform to certain restrictions.
As far
MATSON'S.
as possible all wires will oe strung
through
backyards
and alleys, or
raillaid In conduits.
The street
roads must be kept off the main

transforming

hanilMotne
modern
deuce, and, some say,
all the
romance out of it.
a

One Venr In New York
Four Months In I lost on.
live Months in 0ilcu0.

and Mayor llllltis.

iut

The State National Bank of Albuquerque

I $UPPO$E THI$

LIKE

tCCEJ.

1$ TRUE.

BUT Df ORDER TO
WITH WHICH TO SUC-

HAVE SOME SUCCESS
CEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
THINGS. ONE OF THESE IS BRAIN?, AND AN.

Clarence Bennett's
Superb Scenic Production

A

OTHER IS SOME MONEY.

WE DO NOT FURNISH BRAINS IX SETS, BUT A PXRUSATi OF

OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY

Royal
Slave

SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

By Clarence Bennett,
author of "The Holy City"

A story of the days when
knighthood was in flower in
Old Mexico.

IIII

II I I I I I S I t I I I I I II I I I

PRICES NEVER VARY

$1.00, 75c, 50c.

PRESCRIPTIONS

Seats on sale at Matson's
Book Store
O

WE FILL

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCL.

At Consistent
Prices

C4K)0CHO000000O

CRYSTALTHEATRE

j

W. II. OrciulorlT, Mrr., 120 West Gold

This Week

BUILDERS'

BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
Ladles' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
ami Fridays; Children's toy matinee
every Saturday; complete change of
program Thursday;
gTand amateur
carnival Friday night.
A few choice front sents, 20c; no
raise In prices.

Etc.,

J.

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Slienvln-Wllllnm- s
Paint None Bet-te- r.
Building Paper, Plustcr, Lime, Cement, Glass, Satili, Doors, Eus

Eta

C.

423 South First

BALDRWCE

aGaGanmaaGatMQm&a&aKMOaGmot)

lUfs FEROT NATIONAL, BANK
OF

Albuquerque, New Mexico
United States Depository

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 1907
RESOURCES

11,744, 92 . it
Loans and Discounts
11,293.72
Honda, (Securities and Real Kstate..
1308,000.00
U. S. Bonds
485,134.40
Kxchange
394,332.51
Cash In Vault

etc

Cash Resources
Totals

O

LIABILITIES

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

$

252,5J.03

200,000.00
1,553,037.(0

1.17.481. 91
$3,005,690.62

.13.005,(90.61

Totals

OKWO000(K000000 CO04K34KC04K)04O4G0

040404004K40

thcrsday,

jan.

a,

depicted the depths of despair and
the exultation of a victory. All the
details are cleverly worked out, leading up to the final triumph of the
Atwater boys, and when the climax
come, you will feel like Joining J::
the cheering.
This season Mr. Savage Is sending
what Is considered the best
company that has yet appeared In
the play. Among some of the prominent players are Miss Marguerite
Snow, formerly leading woman with
James O'Neill; Hobert Kelly, Misses
Clare Weldon. Estelle Dale, Maude
Karle, Mabel Ueane, Shirley Graham,
Bother Hoggs, and Messrs. Robert
Tavernier, Krnest Anderson, Richard
Taber. George S. Trimble, John P.
Mrown. Otis Turner, Alan Brooks,
Stanton,
Thomas Holer, Frederick
WebCyiil Raymond and Richard
ster.

txxxxxxxxxxxrx
"ANTHONY AND CIJXHWTH.V"
In the performance of Antony and
Cleopatra, which comes to the Elks'
opera house on Tuesday, Jan. 7, are
a number of people whose names
Mr.
merit.
stand for recognized
Hanford, of course, l looked to for
Ana (treat Impersonation of Marc
tony, a role which he has studied In
all its phases, and in whose exposition he is by many people accounted
without a peer. Preparations for the
scenic display which this marvelous
drama so abundantly Invites have
been made on a magnificent scale.
After a pictorial preface, as novel In
Idea as It Is beautiful In execution,
the curtain rises on a scene showing
the portico of Cleopatra's palace with
the river Nile In the distance. As
the curtain rises on new events In the
action of the tragedy, new revelations of architecture and landscape,
are
and Egyptian,
both Roman
placed before the eye. Yet the spectacular splendors that have been so
studiously worked out have not been
allowed to cause Indifference to the
necessity of a good acting company.
Many of the old favorites of Mr.
Hanford's company are seen In responsible roles.

"A

1

read-

gen-tlem-

January

4,

ARIZONA

OUTLAW

M

FOUND

'tf7"''v ViW

AGAIN

Was Seen at Indian Village With
Hand of IeHieradoe
lino
Horse unit Curtly Saddles.
Tombstone, Ariz.,
Jan. 2. Hilly
Stiles, the noted outlaw, has been
located again, this time pretty defl
nitely. That Is, his location was
known as late us December 9, and
from the surrounding Indications he
intended to muke his headquarters
there for some time. He was at a
Pa pa go Indian village at Willow
Springs, at tile foot of the Qaboqui-vlr- l
mountains, on the west side,
near the Mexican line, a region
prolably les frequented by white
men than any other in the territory
James O'LSrien, employed at the
Sacaton agency, wiw him there. Mr.
O'Urlen, wP.h a few Indians from
the agency, went Into that part of
looking after cattle
the coun.ry
bearing the government brand. He
came to the village and found Stiles
with a band of Mexicans well outfitted there. Their saddles were put
where they could be secured Instantly, and their horses
were staked
nearby. The saddles were expensive
apparel
of
und the
articles
horse
horses had been selected to match
them.

if
1

Miss tJarguertto Sumv, of "College
Vlilw" Conimny.
ones for fads afierwards. It Is bright,
It is a
sparkling, ana rollicking.
is all
satire on college life, but Isitnothing
so
that there
t
offense.
anyone
can
ke
at which
Mr. Ade is a masterly hand at exposing the follies and foibles of the
people, and in this play has done his
best.
The plot of "The College Widow"
Is a little episode in college atheletics
college,
Atwater
showing how
through the witchery of the widow,
lures a famous foot ball player away
and thereby
from a rival college,
wins a victory in the anual gridiron
contest. Mr. Ade has most skillfully
and
drawn his college characters,
of them,
there are almost a toscore
individual
win
as
striking,
so
each
praise.
foot
The skill with which the big
is staged.
ball scene In the third act
Is already known to all theater-goerth;it
how
It is really remarkable
acene takes hold of the audience, for
good-natur-

A Cure for Misery.
"I have found a cure for the misery malaria poison produces," says
C. "It's
R. M. James, of Louellen,
called Electric Bitters, and comes In
50 cent bottles.
It breaks up a case
of chills or a bilious attack In almost no time; and It puts yellow
Jaundice clean oui of commission."
This great tonic medicine and blood
purifier gives quick relief In all
stomach, liver and kidney complaints
and the misery of lame back. Sold
under guarantee at All Dealers.
.
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WANTED

FOR RENT
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
board in the Highlands. 615 East
Central.
FOR RENT Nice clean furnlhed
rooms, modern. 3094 West Central avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
light housekeeping.
Apply at 109
East Coal avenue.
624 So.
Foil RENT Minneapolis, lighthouse-keepinSecond St., rooms for
Also bed rooms. Cheapest
g.

In city.

modern
FOR
RENT
frame house, furnished. SI 5 South
Rroadway. Call at 309 South
Hroadway.
FOR RENT Three rooms at S08
South Third, near corner of Gold
avenue. Also 4 rooms at corner of
Roma avenue and Fifth street.
Houses, lots and ranches for sale,
close In. E. H. Dunbar, Gold avenue and Third street.
Six-roo- m

WANTED

Washwoman.

izen office.

OPPORTUNITIES
Apply

Cit-

PKR-SONA-

WANTED A manager lor general
istore, must be an ANo.-- l man, a
good bookkeeper and able to speak
iSpanlsh. Southwestern Business association, 203
East Central ave.
WANTED To make your old hats
and clothes look like new, In the
car, west Gold avenue. Phone

rnOrEKTY

L

'

.nrux-u-u-,- ..

PHYSICIANS
W. M. S11KKIDAN,

LOANS"

M.

BUSINESS
1.

Highland Livery

Homeopathic

Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental IJfe Building.

MONEY to LOAN

CARDS

j,

RAM BROOK BROS.
8H6.
Phone 596.
113
Pianos, Organs Horses,
Saddle horses a speclalf
Deal
. F. J. rATCHIX
Wagons and other Chattels also on
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
l'liytkian anil Surgeon.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 anrt as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
OffliM
over Vann Drug Store. Of880.
strictly private.
Time: One month
Y
0 to 12 a. in.. 2 to 6, and.
WANTED Genta'
goods,
second to one year given. Goods remain In 7ficeto hours
UP- - TO - DATE STYLE S
H p. m.
PI 10 ncs, office 411, reshand clothing, shoes and hats at youi possession. Our rales are reas- idence V95.
AT COST TRICKS
615 South First street, south
of onable. Call and see us before
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
Tailoring ana
DR.
II.
U
Ht'ST
WANTED Books o audit or corDrmmaklng
THE HOUSFJIOl.D LOAN CO.
rect, bookkeeping or office systems Steamship
Physician and Surgeon.
tickets to and from all
to open, books ta keep evenings
parts of the world.
IliMims 6 & 7. X. T. ArmUo Building.
Address, D. S.
Much experience.
0t M M.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
B., care Citizen ofllcs.
1)H. SOIiOMOX ! IIUUTOX.
3034 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
W. L. TRIMBLE &
at cost for next ten days call on
OFFICES
PRIVATE
Physician ami Surgeon.
Miss C. P. Crane, 61i North Sec- Highland Office. 610 South Walter
Open Kvenlngs.
Millinery and dressond street.
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
1
Street. Phone 1030.
making parlors. Phone 944.
I
TRANSFER STASIAS.
wanted.
DHS. BKOXSGN & BROXSON
Horses and Mules Bought and E
WANTED The gentleman who lost
changed.
'his overcoat at the Calainut club
Homeopathic) Physicians ami Burgeons. Over Vauu's Drug Store.
dance last night, can find same bjr
BARGAINS
REAL
ESTATE
BEST
TOURKOUTS
IN THE CITa
railing at W. H. Coleman's, Fourth
' rhone. Office, and Res.. 828.
and Tljera.
Second Street between Central aa
WANTED Stenographers, bookkeepCopper Avenue.
ers, salesmen, managers and office
DENTISTS
men for onen positions In New
FOR SALE.
Mexico, Arizona, Texas and MexBuslne-ico. The
Southwestern
DR. J. E. CRAFT
association, 203 V4 E. Central Ave,,
Six room house, West New
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
.........
Albuquerque, N. M., Phone 257.
I
V.
9,60
York avenue
4 room abolie, Iron roof, lot
woman,
Rooms 2 ml . Burnett Building, J THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CTTT.
wash
WANTED 'A good
riwd,
90x400,
.Mountain
one who will call for and deliver
wver tj iiieny s iTiig Biurc.
When In need of sasli, door, framna)
1,600
near car lino
clothes, do good work, and do it
AMlntnieiits made by null.
etc. Screen work a specialty. 401
3rd
house,
room
5
cement
every week. Call at 416 West Gold
711.
Phone
South
Flr street. Telephone 43X
2,000
ward
avenue,
12
11
between
and
4 room frame, corner lot,
o'clock.
EDMUND- J. AliGER, D. D. S.
1,100
3rd ward
WANTED Able bodlea. unmarried
8 room frame, a lots, close
liours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
Office
men. between ages of 21 and 35:
5,000
in
1:30 to 5 p. m.
citizens of United States, of good
5 room brick, modern, corDFA'OES READY PAINT
Appointments
made by mail.
character and temperaU habits.
2,650
ner lot, 2nd ward
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feel
30H
436.
Wcwt
Ave.
Central
Phone
speak,
can
who
read and write
5 room frame, 4th ward,
I'AUMbTIV llOU' fAIJiT
English. For Information apply to
1.500
corner
Stops Leaks, Ijits Five yearn.
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
t
Three room brick. Fourth
LAWYERS
1,400
Ave.. Albuquerque. New Mexico.
want .
mom
408
Railroad
Art
Wst
reslOne of the swellest
WANTED General agents for high
7,500
tloncoa in town
45 H. P. automo-MlR. W. D. RYAX
gr.de
Six room
brick, modern,
TOTI at Q KADI
start now for 1908, don't
8,250
In
close
Attorney
at
law.
wait, capital required, big profit.
modroom
brick,
Seven
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hfa
Pullman M. V. Co., 603 Bisher
3,500
ern
Office, First National Rank Building.
urain ana r uei.
Bldg., Chicago.
Hanehes from two to 200
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquor
Albuquerque. N. M.
acree.
and Cigars.
Place your orden
IntM In all part of town.
for this line with us.
K. W. DOBSOX
alfalfa ranch withNORTH THIRD 8
in a few block of the
Attorney at Law.
4- 4,500
Mtrcct car line
The Southwestern Business assoalfalfa ranch five
Block,
Office.
mile north of town $05
ciation furnishes men for all high
Alhuqu Miiue, X. M.
per
acre.
class positlon.-- In IJT' MexicQ, AriFOR RENT.
zona, Texas ai.iT 'Mexico, and recomIRA M. BOND
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
mends only those of highest charactMoney to loon In sums to suit.
All Kliul'4 of lYesh anil Salt Mefts
Attorney at Ix"w.
h tea in Sausage Factory.
er and qualification.
K.MIL KLIKXWORT
ljiml Patents, Copyrights,
Pension.
Masonlo
Building, North Third fctreal
Southwestern nuslnem
Assoelntlon,
Caveats, I tr.r Patents, Trade
203 !4 K. Central Avce..
Msrkx, Claims.
X. ML Phone 257.
CXXXXXXXXT4
32 F. street, X. M. Washington, I). C.
Tcli-phon- e

On Furniture,

MILLINER

g.

Ladle'

MISS CRANE

stf..MM44
10.

i

es

FOR SALE

i

FR flALG Best corner lot In the
highlands. Easy terms. 216 west
Gold

FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
Jellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W,
Flneron.
FOR SALE New
modern
house on south Edith. A bargain.
21(
west Gold.
Porterfield Co.,
FOll SALE Good business block;
fine Investment
for some one.
Porterfield Co., 218 west Gold
Ten pounds
SALE
extracted
t Oil
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $6.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Pox 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE A orand new Stevens'
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
A high grade and strictly up to
dnt gun. Inquire at The Citizen
ornce.
Foil SALE Four lots on Coal, between Second and Third. Correct
face. C'heap at $2,000. Also 3 lots
on Lead
between
Second and
Third, for $2,000. M. P. Stamm.
FOR SALE A few bargains In good
property cheap If taken
within
the next few days. One of the best
business corners in the city; some
choice business lots; a nine room,
frame dwelling, modern,
cottages with
close In; two
batli and electric lights $2000 for
both; three 60-lots on East
Central avenue $200 for all three,
many
A.
more
and
like them.
Fleischer, real estate and InsurSouth-Seconance, 21214
afreet.
ft

A

SAMPLE OF
WHAT

I'pton

'
THE

RICH

EAT

Don't Forget The

I

11

j

-

Thos. F. Keleher

i

JAP-A-LA-
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Employment Agencies

PROPOSALS
FOR
OFFICE
Department of the InWILDING.
terior. Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, 1. C. Dec. 6. 107. Sealed
Proposals plainly marked on the outside of the sealed envelope,
"Proposals for Office Building. Santa Fe,
New Mrx." and addressed to
the
Affairs,
Commissioner
of Indian
Washington, D. C, will be received
at the Indian Office until 2 o'clock
p. m. of Jan. 13, 190S, for furnishing
the necessary materials and labor to
construct and complete
an office
building at the Santa Fe School,
N. Mex.. in strict accordance
with
plan, specifications and lntructions
to bidders, which may be examined
at this office, the offices of "The
Mex., "The
Albuquerque, N.
New Mexican." Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
the Builders'
and TraJers' Exchanges at Omaha, Nebr., St. Paul,
Minn., and Minneapolis. Minn.; the
AssoNorthwestern Manufacturers'
ciation, St. Paul. Minn.;
the U. S.
Indian Warehouses at Chicago, III,,
Omaha. Nebr., St. Ix.uii, Mo., New
York, N. Y., and at the school. For
further Information apply to C. J.
I'ranJall, Supt., Santa Fe, New
C. F. LARRABEE,
Mex.
Acting
Commissioner.
,"

Moat Market

Allm-querqn- c,

Thornton,
Located

at

A. MONTOYA

Real Ftate ami Loans. XiKary
Pol. In-- . 215 W. Gold Ave.

TIIOS. K. D.

OUTFITTERS

Office with W. II. Clillders,
117 West Gold Avenue.

Every Thing
Necessary for

INSURANCE

For Rent

North Third
street.
The only real steam
cleaning plant in the southwest.
We are now better prepared than
ever before to clean anything that
la cleanabln.
In cleaning, pressing and repalriifg clothes, we take
the front seat. All we ask Is a
trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and
sold. Gooda called for and delivered on short notice.

Housekeeping

R. A. SLEYSTER

121

rooming flat, modern
Bargains In
real estate, call and aee.
AcciAgent for Travelers'
dent & Life Insurance Co.

at a bargain.

DAVIS & ZEARINO
Fstate, Notary
Public.
308 W. Gold Ava.
Rooms 12 ami 14, Cromwell Rlock,
HXXIXXXXIIXXXXXXIXITXXXl
Aiiiuqiieniue, m. si. t'lione ISO.
Insurance,

Ri-a- l

A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual llullillng Association
217 WeHt Central Avenue.

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Strmat

OCXXXXXXXXX)OCaXXXXXXXXX30JO

UNDERTAKERS

PHONE-4- 60

BORDERS.
COMING

HOME

LDDISOX

Attorncy-at-La-

CXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXX)CXX)C)OnCXXX

The Cleaner

y'

er

THIRD STREET

f

in Magazine

In "The Metropolis" by I'pton Sinclair, the American Magazine beginning its January number has got
hold of a very interesting piece of
work. Probably nothing has been
written which gives more details of
the life of the Idle rich in and about
New York City.
After describing the arrangements
made for a "Society luncheon, Mr
Sinclair proceeds to tell what was
eaten. He says:
"Some one had worked hard over
the ordering of the lunch to secure
the maximum of explosive effect.
They called it a 'topsy-turvluncheon. It began with Ice cream, molded in fancy shapes and then burled
in the whfte of egg and
baked
brown. Then there was a turtle
soup, thick and green and greasy;
and
then horror of
horrors a
great steaming plum pudding.
It
was served In a strange phenomenon
of a platter with six long silver legs;
and the waiter set in front of Robbie Waling, and lifted the cover with
a sweeping gesture and then removed It and served It himself. Montague had about made up his mind
that this was the end, and began to
fill up on bread and butter,
when
asparagus,
appeared
cold
there
served in Individual silver holders
restmbling andirons. Then appetite
now
sufficiently
whetted there
came quail. In piping hot 11 file casseroles; and then a half grape-fru- it
set in a block of Ice and filled with
wine; and then little squab ducklings, busting fat, and an article, and
then a cafe parfalt; and then as If
to crown the audacity
huge thick
slices of roast beef Montague had
given up long ago he could keep
no track of the diitige of food which
poured forth. And between all the
courses there were wines of precious
helter-skeltbrands,
tumbed
sherry and port, champagne
and
claret and liqueur."

SO-ac- ro

00-ae- re

Article
Tolls About tliu Mixture of Dishes
on One Table, nt One Tikne and
How Tliey Were Served.
SiiMiair

Clil-zen-

Lady Willi "Royal slave" f'omiany.

j

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

nOYAlTsiAVK.''

It may be of Interest to our
ers to know that an actual incident
furnished fhe author of "A Royal
Slave" with the Initial idea out of
which this great play was evolved.
The little Item of news appeared in
the daily papers at that time. It is
as follows: "A wealthy Mexican
who was known to possess a
vast hidden estate, suddenly disappeared and was finally given up by
his family. Several years later a gang
of celebrated bandits was surprised
and captured In their stronghold and
a poor. Insane man was rescued. He
was taken to a hospital In the City of
Mexico, where an operation of trepanning the skull was performed on
htm, his reason returning. He proved
to be the long lost gentleman who
had been captured by the bandits,
who. In trying to force him to tell the
hiding place of his fortune.
had
struck him a severe blow on the
head which dented ?ie skull and
rendered him Insane. He had been
a captive for years, the bandits hoping that he might remember. In his
half-luci- d
moments, the much coveted secret hiding place, and reveal H."
Knowing this actual Incident, it
will be all the more Interesting to the
public to follow the play itself and
to observe how much of this charmingly dramatic story is due to the
splendid imaginative
and creative
powers of the author.
Of the plays .that one sees In a
life time, he can count on his fingers
the ones that combine high literary
merit with great dramatic value. "A
Royal .Slave" Is one of these few and
it also adils deep heart Interest and
the moRt beautiful scenic surround-Iiik- s
with which a play could be embellished, ns the scenes are laid in
Mexico, proverbially the land of sunor palms and
shine and flowers,
fountains. No play has appeared In
this country for years of which the
press speaks In such unstinted and
unqualified praise. This is one of the
surest and best tests of a really great
play, anil "A Royal Slave" is a great
play in every sense of the word. Here

0
' p .in
t

CLASSIFIED A D 3

I

all-rou-

"TIIK COI.MHUO WIIKW."
Under the spell of the charming
nrt bewitching
"College Widow,"
which Henry W. Savage will present
at the Elks' opera house Monday
evening, we will again revel with the
students of Atwater College, and
those of us who spent many happy
days around the campus, will have
an opportunity to live over that period, and thoFe of us who did- not attend college, will be equally delighted.
There are so many good points
about George Ade's splendid comedy
that one can keep on recalling ne

1

PAGE SF.VF2C

Is seen the grand stand crowded with
waving flags
cheering enthusiasts,
and shouting college yells. There is

TUP TUPATPP

U

CITIZEN'.

although one does not see the actual
clash of the gridiron warriors, there

(XXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXa
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EVENING

ALBUQUEKQDE

iws.

EVENTS

Direct Route
Tlte Mining Camps of Colorado
L'toh bjhI Nevada.; to
Colo--'
ratio Springs ana Pueblo Is vu UmT

Denver & Rio Grande

UNDERTAKER.

January
January

The Royal Slave.
Chaa. B. Hanford, In
Anthony and Cleopatra.
January 10 The Lieutenant and
the Cowboy.
January 15 Murray & Mack In
Sunnyslde of Broaway.
January 21 For Mother's Sake.
January 23 Tramp Show with
band.
February 14 The Burgomaster.
February 18 Are You Crazy?
February 19 Vendetta.
February 24 The Holy City.
March 10 The Girl and the
Stampede.
4
7

FRENCH & ADAMS
UNDERTAKERS.
Kinhaijnlng a Specialty.

VETERINARY9,
WIIJ.IAM RKLDEX
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dentistry a Kpeelalty.
402 South Etlitli i'hoiie 403.

Laxative
Cough Syrup
Relieves Colds by working them out
the system through a copious and
healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"As pleatant to the Uste
M Maple Sugar"
of

Children Like
Far

BACKACHE-WE-

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Pait-S-

J. IL O'RIELLY

ui Stfi

urt

CO.

ii. d.

DRESSKR AND
DIST

CHIROPO-

I'lrrnioiti)

1221

Dr Vaucaire's
Formula

KILLthc COUCH
AND

right.
Standard Plumbing & Healing

by
Recommended
Mrs.
Henri
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
to t lnche.
Guaranteed to be made from the
1
true Ualega Extract.
perfectly
nai miesa.
The Vaucalre Formula is a Keneral
tonic, but It ha a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
Co Highland Pharmacy and Al-

varado Pharmacy

CURE the LUNGS

Or. King's

v.

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

KIDNEYS Try

AK

OtflU'i KIimj ina BUtftf

It

HAIR

Veterinary.
Practical Therapeutics.
Obstetrics
ami Surgery on Horses, Cattle, Sheep
IIoks, Dogn and Cats.
Ofrtce with
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Third, Phone
Hospital
460.
and
Residence. 733 South Walter. Resiphone,
620.
dence

sults.

Kennedy's

RAILWAY
Through Uie fertile San Luis Valley.
ai to the San Juan oounty of Vbte
rado.
1 'or Information
as I to rules,
now. . .. n tralai
uervlra.' i I.m rt Ii,ilv.
" "
vw.
on
call
or address
F. II. McRRIDE,
Agent, Santa Fe. N. M.
S. K. MOOPKR,
O. P. & T. A, Denver. Colo.

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturgea' cafe, la prepared
to give
thorough acalp treatment, da hiir
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nulls.
She gives maaaac
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Kambini'a own DreDaratlon of com.
plexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
aiso prepares a hair tonie that cure
MISCELLANEOUS
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead halrr
t. W. bi'KM'fclt
removes moles, warts and auperfluooa
nair. aiassuRs treatment by vibrator
Architect.
machines. For any blemish of tha
face
call and consult Mrs. Bambini
South Walter.
riioiie 655.

dr.

If you want anything on earth, you
can get it through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. We get re-

I

lki

Cssssvsry
HICE
STY.

1

OLDS

l OA

t

Wa
Trial BotiU r
ANfJ Al
THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

i

Q U ARAN

TEE rj SATlSFAtiXO&l

.OR MONEY

f PACK

l'AKA U R A PUN
XJl4Y, EST RAILROAD AYE.T

Improve your standing
During the new year by wearing our shoes.
Put your ioot in them. You will find them as

comfortable as old shoes, and yet they always
look like new ones because they hold their shape.

The reason: They are trim, snug, symmetrical

fitters; conform to the foot as a glove does to
the hand. If you doubt our word, try them and
be convinced.
to

SIIOKS
MFA'S HIGH 1XI SIIOKS
WOMEN'S OIIKSS SIIOKS
MO.MHN'S WAI.KINtJ SIIOKS
HP-W- Y

WOMKV8
MIOKS

to

$5.00
3.50
3.50 to 5.00
2 50 to 5.00
1.75 to 3.50
1.25 to 3.60
1.00 to 2.75
2.S0

MKX'S IMIKSH SIIOKS

...

Nlill'PKUS

FOP. HOYS AMI GIUUS

X3rxaXOOCOOOOO

REDUCTION
IN PROPORTION

OF

SI2 cut to $5
ON
HATS

PATTERN

ALL

MISS LUTZ
206 South Saeoaa

oncxxxxxxxxxyaaacxxxxxxxxxxxxx

STHE

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue
Watciiea, Jewelry, Cut Clnm. Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your tnule and guarantee A Square Deal.

Ltt&roonds,

We

Montezuma
Cleaning and
Pressing Co.
Most Modern Methods.

Kquipment.
Satisfaction or No Money.
First-Cla-

ss

210 West Gold
PHONE 1105

irrr:

j

EVERYTHING IN
THE- JEWELRY LINE

i

Fine Watch Repairing

j

no
South
Second

Kin-che-

EIGHT COFFINS SENT

50 cents

With two collars to matchj

80 cents

$1.25 Monarch Shirts

I $1.75 Cluett

Fine Shirts

$1.25

These will be closed out in a
few days, as they are good

values.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
119 South Second

:

119

Wet

Gold

JAN.

S,

10S.

s..

SPECIAL OFFER

HIGH

SURVIVED

LICENSE

WELL

As an inducement to
In Bus-

The Mouse Was Crowded and Fifteen Will Continue
Many Were Disappointed
iness Permanently-On- ly
Smaller Places Close.
Some Opera: Little Comedy.
"Red Feather" was a court desperado and as Is usually the case was
h woman. In Joseph M. Gates' "Red
Feather," seen at the Elks' opera
house last night by a crowded house.
Miss Cherldah Simpson played the
leading role. And It might be said
that. Miss Simpson's was the only
acceptable voice of the company. To
the majority of the people In attendance Mr. Gates' "Red Feather"
was somewhat of a disappointment.
no better and powibly not as
Jt
good as "The Mayor of Tokio." And
"I.litle Johnny Jones" was far superior.
Following with the story, the Princess Hilda von Draga sought to ov
the crown prince of the crov. ii
DLsgulsed as "Ked
of Romancla.
Feather" sha committed depredations upon the royal ground, robHowever, there
bing and slaying.
Is no robbery or slaying In the play.
His royal highness seeks to capture
the desperado, whose name has be
come a royal dread. He offers a re
ward. Captain Trecers has a horse
stolen. He vows that he will cap
ture "Red Feather." He stakes his
honor on a wager that he will capture him. He follows "Red Feath
er" to the palace of the princes
tShe loves the captain and her love
Is returned.
Her Identity as Kea
Feather" Is exposed Just as the
throne of the crown prince is over
thrown.
Lyman Wheeler as "Captain Tre
cers, the lover or the countess Hil
da, von Draga, sang sweetly but with
no strength of voice.
William H.
Connely as "Huron Bulvar Straus,"
the unsuccessful suitor In the romance was about on a par In voice
with Lyman Wheeler. There wasn't
a good comedian In the cast.
The one redeeming feature of the
performance- - came In the second act
when Richard Karl sang "The Humorous Ghost," with scenic effect.
The entire fraet In black robes and
caps aquatted on the stage.
The
garb worn left exposed only the
face and hands of the actors. A
pale green light was turned on the
scene causing the costume to turn
the color of a shroud ana the exposed hands and faces to become
ghastly white. Karl accentuated the
ghost like effect with gesture and
The costumes were
articulation.
costly and brilliant.
The scenery
was Just fair. It seems that Mr.
spending"
money on
more
Gates Is
color than be Is on talent. Taken
as a whole, however, the show was
worth the admission.

Cily Clerk Harry F. I.ee said this
afternoon that thus far twenty saloons had survived the high license
uncording
to report
ordinance,
brought :o him.
This Is a falling off of a little lees
than 50 per rent. Previous to the
liraising of the IH'nse forty-on- e
by
censes were carried
retailers.
Twenty-on- e
of these licenses became
void with the passing of the old year.
Including three public houses which
were selling liquor and were not Baleens.
iSevernl of these saloons Mr. Ive
said, had decided to close previous to
the raising of the license, so that the
per cent of those quitting on account
of the high license will be less than
!0 per cent.
iSome of those still running, It Is
believed, will not continue in busl-tielonger than three months or so
long a time as will be necessary for
them to dispose of the stock of liquor
they may have on hand. According to
the city clerk the number running
now under these circumstances
will
not exceed five. He estimates that
fifteen saloons will survive the high
llrense permanently.
Most of those closing are located
In the outskirts of the city.

u

Dyspepsia is our national alment.
1
Hurdock Blood Rltters is the nation
al cure for it. It strengthens stom
or
promotes
now
ach membranes,
digestive Juices, purifies the blood,
builds you up.
FFE'B DFJICTOUS HOT CHOCO- WAITON'S DRl'G STOKK.

OF LUND

.
Orvfrnn Man

We quote our entire stock of

Clothing, Hats, Shoes
and Men's Furnishings
at Eastern prices

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Fine Haviland China
Dinner Sets

LATK.

100 Pieces, only $42.50

54 Pieces, only $22.00

Genuine
Dinner Sets
Semi-Porcela- in

100 Pieces, only $22.05
54 Pieces, only $13.00

FRAUDS

liiTtele.-e- d

From

These Are Exceptionally Good Rater.
Odd Numbers and Beautifully Ornamented Pieces
at Correspondingly Low Rates.

lTkm to Give Twtlniony
Ajralnxt

Companions.

Washington, D. C, Jon. 2. In accordance with the strong recommendations of Franqls J. Heney and of
the United Htates attorney, Mr. Baker, of the District of Columbia, the
attorney ' general
recommended
to the president the pardon of
Stephen A. Puter, In order that the
latter's testimony might be utilised
with the prosecution
In connection
of the Oregon land fraud cases.
Puter has been In Jail since April
of last year and was sentenced July
7. 1906. to two years in prlBon and
to pay a fine of $7,500. He already
has assisted the government materially in the prosecution of land fraud
cases, and. In view of his value as
and his disposition to asa witness government
In every way,
sist the
the attorney general decided to reclemency.
commend executive

LACK

OF ENERGY.

Ko man or woman can be successful
or happy if thejr lack energy. If they
get up in me
morninirdread

the days
they will ae
lnp;

TO

'work ahead

compUsh very
little. A great
many people

ON SPECIAL

for the government at old Fort Craig
and Fort MoRae.
Mr. Hilton sold the mines to the
Carthage Fuel company about three
years ugo.
In speaking or the mines in me
Carthage held, Mr. Hilton said they
were always considered safe because
hey were known to nave no danger
ous gases such as are found in so
many mines.
ine explosion wmcn
was occasioned by me oust, wan
one which no human agency could
foresee and which might occur at
any time In any mine.
Outside of the killing and injuring
of the miners caught In the mine
not ten dollars worth of damage was
done.
A, few timbers
were blown out of
Place but the mine acted much like
gun
a
barrel and discharged the ex
plosive dust Into the air through the
mouth of the tunnel. The workings
were quickly cleared and as far as
the damage la concerned, work could
within twelve
have been resumed
hour! after the explosion took place.
A
of the explosion was the
fart that out of 150 native families,
nearly all of whom have some member who ha worked in the Carthage
mine for the past twenty-seve- n
years, not one
as injured. Those
who were caught were neariy all recent arrivals hi the Held.
Any skin llchliiij Is a temper tes.er
Tht inure you snatch the worse It
Itches. Doau's Ointment cures piles,
any skin Itching. At all
nztnia
il ug stores.

.

to-d- ar

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

re this way.
The cause is
lack of vitality,
Vitality or ea
ergy la the
power

MS. A. O. LATTTBYS.

becoming more

than healthily tired. It comes from a
perfectly working- system just as power
comes from a perfectly working engine. If you lack this power somethintr
is out of order. Teu to one it's your
-

stomach.

Take two
Discovery.

'

Boy's

Overcoat
is the most substantial garment
made. It's warm and comfortable) carefully tailored, and
strengthened to withstand hard
wear.
The happiest, best appearing boys
are those who wear "Wearbetter"
garments, because they know they
are well dressed.
We have many different styles
of these overcoats on display. We
can fit your boy accurately in a
very reasondressy garment at-able price.
a

$4.00 to $10.00
P. MATTEUCCI
SHOE

STORE

AND

REPAIRS

Green Front
105 North First Street

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32-

3

West Central

WE GUARANTEE
Foil 2,000 Pounds

Jn every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have always made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE TIIE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Mock, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

bottles'of Cooper' New
It will get the stomach in

shape. Bee if energy and ambition
don't come back before the two bottles
are cone.
This letter is from a man who tried it :
"After suffering for some time from
stomach trouble, loss of appetite,
headaches and a kind of 'all tuckered
out' feeling I decided to try Cooper's
JNew Discovery."
"I used to get up in the morning
with my tongue coated and sick at my
stomach. I would feel as though it
was almost impossible to drag myself
to work. Lots of times I had dizzy
spells and backaches. After I used
several bottles all these symptoms be.
gan to disappear and soon I began to
feel like mv old self again. Now I feel
Jike a new man. It is a pleasure to
work, for I always feel like it. I eat
well, aud sleep well and am sure I will
have uo further trouble with my
stomach." A. G. Latubys, Xb7 Porter
St., Detroit, Mich.
It is estimated that nearly half a
To Cure, n Cold In One Day.
the famous Cooper
Take LAX ATI VK UHOMO yumlne million bottles of
Tablets, Druggists refund money If medicines were sold during Mr, Coop.
K. W.
it fails to cure.
GROVE'S er's recent fi.iuoastrs.UOtt i? CUfoago,
signature is on each box. 2Gc.
We are agetitu,
i

A

tol go

and keep on
going without

buy-

wn

on goods ordered from us now to all
points in New Mexico and Arizona.

ns

The only sure way to avoid the
danger of catrhlng cold Is to keep
your feet warm and dry. Our rubber
shoes and boots do this to perfection
and at the same time they look neat
enough to please the most particular.
All sizes Tor men. women ana children. C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Central avenue.

out-of-to-

ers, we will prepay all express charges

TO TELL

(Continued Front Vase One.)

In order to close out all our
broken lines of fine Shirts we
have made the following reductions :

75 cent Shirts, neat patterns

CARTHAGE

THtllsn.W,

FAIRLY

ONLY

ect oranges for hnlKlay
rhoenlx
trade at the Hicheileu Grocery.
A. J. Frank, of Alfrodones, arrived
o:i the limited today.
ilr. P. tJ. iVirniBh returned to the
rlly yeHterdsiy from a profosMlonal
trifi to Williams, Aria.
It doesn't come any better than
you get It at the Kirhelleu Grocery.
'l. II. K. Twltchell. secretary of
the National IrrlKution congress, 19
In Kansas City on business.
Tln annual cmiKreifatlonal meeting
and sni'lal of the PrewbytPiian church
will be hel'l In the church parlors tomorrow evening at ":3U o'clock.
A regular meeting of the Ladles of
the J. A. It. tomorrow p. m. at 2:30
nt the home of Mrs. Johnflon, 310
Wt-s- t
Silver avenue.
Some more Kream Klips. Everybody likes them. Jlichelieu Orocery.
John lluntur, an engineer employed on the Mexican Central, was killed at 'Norla, Mexico, Saturday morning by being crushed beneath a locomotive.
Probate Clerk A. K. Walker today
Issued a marriage license to Morse
Lobatto, ige 22, and Ignaclta
aged 18, both of Sun Antonio,
of Hernarllllo county.
The contracting llrm of Anson &
Holman have brought suit against J.
A. Harlan of Port liayard, N. M for
a dissolution of partnership and an
accounting of a business of severul
years ago.
Or. Cook'a sermon fiunday
both
morning and evening will be of special Interest. In the morning he will
speak on "What fhall We Do During 1908?" And In the evening "What
I
a Gentleman?"
Jr. C. J. Amble, the leading practicing phytdclan In Manxano, N. M.,
has returned to his mountain home
after a visit of several days' duration In the city. Dr. Amble has a
large practice among the people living on the east slope of the Manzano
mountains.
(Members of the Modern Woodmen
of America are requested to attend
the funeral of Neighbor Chas. E.
Van Fleet In a body.
The funeral
will be held from Adams' undertaking parlors Friday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. Interment will be made at
Fairvlew cemetery.
The member of Company E. N.
M., N. G., of Old Albuquerque, gave
a dance at their new armory last
night and. entertained a crowd that
filled the house. An admission fee
of 50 cents was charged. The money
raised has been added to the company's general maintenance fund.
The funeral of Chas.
E. Van
Fleet, who died on Tuesday, will
take place tomorrow afternoon from
the undertaking parlors of French
& Adams, corner of Central avenue
and Fifth street, at 2:30 o'clock.
Kev. W. J. Marsh, pastor of the Congregational church, will preside, assisted by Rev. Shaw, of the Baptist
church. Interment will be made at
Fairvlew cemetery.
A. D. Coon, of Socorro, arrived on
the limited today from a business
trip to Kansas City. Mr. Coon says
that the financial condition In Kansas City Is very much improved. All
the banks are showing better statements and the business men are displaying the same confidence they
were previous to the panic. Mr. Coon
will continue his Journey home tonight.
i'rof. J. H. Crum, of the University, will make his first public appearance this year at an elocutionary
recital In Library hall for the benefit of the Highland Methodist church
South. The program will consist of
readings from popular authors with
selections from Ella Wheeler Wilcox,
Hudyard Kipling. Charles
Dickens
and many others and will be inter
spersed with some tine musical num
bers. The admission will be 25o.
Mf. and Mrs. Warren Graham, of
this city, have .been entertaining the
Misses Kinney. Itichards and Mar
garet Smith of Dawson, N. M., who
have been here the past few days
on their way home from Santa Fe.
where they attended the meeting or
Miss
the educational association.
Richards leaves for her home tomorrow where she will resume her work
teaching Monday. Miss Kinney and
Miss Smith will remain several days
longer.
U. H. Sims, of the Valley Ranch,
who has been In the city several
days transacting business and visiting friends, will leave for his home
on the Upper Rio Pecos this evening, wit hi four trail hounds in tow.
The dogs were secured from the kennel of Dr. John R. Haynes north of
the city, and will be used by the
guests of the Valley Ranch In trailing big game in the Glorleta mountains. Mountain lions and bob cats
have been particularly troublesome
around the valley ranch the past few
months, preying on deer and domestic animals.

Special Shirt Sale

CITIZEN.

"RED FEATHER" PLEASED TWENTY SALOONS HAVE

PEKSONAL

UFA'S

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

ETGTTT.

502

Sooth First

1

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY YOUR

HARD WMRE
Ranch Supplies, Harness and Saddlery
WE AIM TO PLEASE.

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

1

